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Sommario

Questa tesi presenta il lavoro di ricerca svolto per la simulazione numerica della
meccanica dei nanotubi di carbonio. Inoltre, espone e discute i risultati numerici
ottenuti. Questi sono: i moduli di Young, i rapporti di Poisson, i moduli di
elasticità trasversale e le conformazioni di energia minima, tutti in funzione
della chiralità e del diametro delle molecole.
L’argomento è motivato dal fatto che le nanostrutture basate sul carbonio
attraggono una attenzione crescente, dovuta alle loro eccezionali caratteristiche
meccaniche. Il loro comportamento, quando sottoposti a deformazioni, è oggetto
di numerose ricerche sperimentali, rese ulteriormente complicate dal fatto che
gli esperimenti meccanici sono ancora di difficile realizzazione alla scala nanometrica. Di conseguenza, la stima delle proprietà meccaniche ottenuta dal calcolo
è pienamente giustificata, al fine di ottenere spiegazioni delle osservazioni di laboratorio, di produrre informazioni inaccessibili dai dati sperimentali e, infine,
di guidare l’esplorazione di nuove frontiere di ricerca.
Uno schema computazionale dedicato permette la predizione efficiente delle
deformazioni meccaniche per i nanotubi a parete singola, quando sottoposti
a sforzi. Nella scala nanometrica, a partire dalla regolarità di un reticolo di
grafene a riposo, si ottiene la copertura completa della superficie cilindrica con
celle a forma di Y . Il potenziale impiegato deriva da approssimazioni armoniche
della meccanica molecolare e porta alla formulazione esplicita del suo gradiente. Questo permette la simulazione di grandi deformazioni nonlineari come
l’instabilità a carico di punta, il piegamento, l’allungamento e la torsione. Inoltre, la minimizzazione nonlineare del potenziale può essere ottenuta con una
estensione del Metodo degli Elementi Finiti, chiamato il Metodo degli Elementi
Finiti di Scala Atomica. La complessità quasi-lineare dello schema lo rende più
veloce degli approcci più generali di minimizzazione nella meccanica molecolare
e permette la simulazione di diverse proprietà meccaniche. Lo studio include la
definizione di un controllo di consistenza per la dinamica numerica del sistema,
che è basato sulla conservazione dell’energia globale. In conclusione, i risultati
ottenuti sono comparati in maniera incrociata con dati esterni e confermano
l’accordo tra la modellistica, il calcolo e la sperimentazione.
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La tesi è organizzata come segue:
• Il primo capitolo presenta le molecole che sono oggetto degli studi e giustifica la necessità di modellistica matematica e di calcolo scientifico.

• Il secondo capitolo descrive la struttura e la sintesi dei nanotubi, con la
descrizione parametrica della loro chiralità e dei difetti realistici.

• Il terzo capitolo introduce i concetti di base della modellistica sia discreta che continua. Precisamente, sono oggetto del capitolo la meccanica
molecolare, le tecniche di omogeneizzazione e la modellistica continua con
la regola di Cauchy-Born Esponenziale.
• Il quarto capitolo formalizza l’approccio numerico con il Metodo degli

Elementi Finiti di Scala Atomica ed il potenziale molecolare armonico
di migliore approssimazione per i legami chimici coinvolti. Queste impostazioni permettono l’estrazione dei risultati numerici per i moduli di
Young, i rapporti di Poisson, i moduli di elasticità trasversale e le conformazioni di energia minima, che includono la lunghezza ed il diametro a
riposo. Per ogni singola molecola studiata, i dati sono stati ottenuti in funzione del diametro e della chiralità della molecola. Infine, i dati ottenuti
sono discussi, dopo essere stati convalidati attraverso la comparazione con
risultati complementari ottenuti, da altri autori, sia con metodi di calcolo
che con esperimenti.

• Il quinto capitolo conclude la tesi, commentando il metodo usato ed i
risultati ottenuti. Le considerazioni sono infine seguite dalla descrizione
delle prospettive future di ricerca.
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I risultati originali ottenuti con il Metodo degli Elementi Finiti di Scala
Atomica sono i seguenti:
• Sono stati calcolati il diametro e la lunghezza di energia minima per nanotubi a parete singola zigzag ed armchair. Inoltre, è stata quantificata
la differenza tra le stime ottenute tramite l’approssimazione con fogli di
grafene e le configurazioni di energia minima. Si è rilevato che l’ampiezza
delle differenze cresce come 1/d2 in funzione del diametro e che, approssimativamente, l’effetto è doppio per la lunghezza dei nanotubi zigzag.
• Sono stati calcolati i moduli di Young in funzione della chiralità e del

diametro con due modelli continui di riferimento: a trave piena e a guscio
sottile. Il valore di questi coincide per un diametro di circa 1.4 nm e diverge
con il descrescere del raggio. Con il modello a trave piena, il modulo
decresce come 1/d2 con il diametro mentre, con il modello a guscio sottile,
è approssimativamente costante. Infine, si riscontra una dipendenza dalla
chiralità inferiore al 5%.

• Sono stati calcolati i rapporti di Poisson in funzione della chiralità e del

diametro. Si è ottenuta una dipendenza dalla chiralità inferiore al 5% ed
un rapporto doppio per tubi zigzag rispetto ad armchair.

• Sono stati calcolati i moduli di elasticità trasversale, che mostrano dipendenza sia dalla chiralità che dal diametro.

• Sono stati calcolati i moduli di Young per nanotubi con difetti. Precisamente, si sono ottenute riduzioni del valore del modulo, rispetto a molecole
perfette, pari al 12% con la presenza di un difetto di mancanza di singolo
atomo, pari al 33% con due difetti di singolo atomo e pari al 21% per un
difetto di mancanza grande di livello zero (mancanza di un esagono).
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Abstract

This thesis presents the research work on the computer simulation of the mechanics of carbon nanotubes. Moreover, it presents and discusses the obtained
numerical results. Namely, these are: the Young’s moduli, the Poisson’s ratios,
the shear moduli and the ground energy configurations as a function of the
chirality and of the diameter of the molecules.
The topic is motivated by the fact that carbon-based nanostructures attract increasing attention, as they exhibit fascinating mechanical peculiarities.
Their behaviour under deformation is the subject of intense investigations but,
nonetheless, mechanical experiments at this scale are themselves still under development. Therefore, the computational estimation of the mechanical properties is fully justified in order to explain observations, obtain information that is
currently unaccessible in experiments and guide the exploration of new research
frontiers.
A specific computational scheme permits the efficient prediction of the mechanical deformations of the single-walled nanotubes, when loads are applied.
At the nanometric scale, the regularity of a graphene lattice at rest is exploited
for the tiling of the cylindrical surface with elementary Y -shaped cells. The
employed potential comes from the harmonic approximation and leads to an
explicit formulation of its gradient. It permits the prediction of large nonlinear deformations as buckling, bending, stretching and torsion. Moreover, the
nonlinear minimization of the potential can be obtained with an extension of
the Finite Element Method, which is called the Atomic-Scale Finite Element
Method. The quasi-linear complexity of the schemes is faster than that of more
general approaches in molecular mechanics and permits the simulation of a number of mechanical properties. The study includes the definition of a consistency
check for the numerical dynamics of the system, which is based on the conservation of the global energy. In conclusion, the obtained results are cross-compared
with external data and provide agreement between modeling, computation and
experimental outcomes.
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The thesis is organized as follows:
• The first chapter presents the molecules of interest and justifies the necessity of mathematical modelling and of scientific computing.

• The second chapter describes the structure and the chemical synthesis of
the nanotubes, with a parametric description of their chirality and of the
realistic defects.
• The third chapter introduces the basic concepts of both their continuous

and discrete modelling. Precisely, molecular mechanics, homogenization
techniques and continuous modelling with the Exponential Cauchy Born
Rule are the subjects of the chapter.

• The fourth chapter formalizes the numerical approach with the Atomic-

Scale Finite Element Method and the harmonic molecular potential of
best approximation for the involved chemical bonds. This setting permits
the extraction of the numerical results for the Young’s moduli, the Poisson’s ratios, the shear moduli and the ground energy configurations, that
include the evaluation of the lengths and of the diameters at rest. For
every studied molecule, the results have been obtained as a function of
the diameter and of the chirality of the molecule. Finally, the obtained
results are discussed, after their validation with complementary results,
presented by other authors, both with computational and experimental
approaches.

• The fifth chapter concludes the thesis, with comments on the method and
on the results. The considerations are followed by the description of future
research perspectives.
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The original results obtained with the Atomic-Scale Finite Element Method
are the following:
• The diameter and length at the ground energy configuration have been
computed for both armchair and zigzag single-wall nanotubes. Moreover,
the discrepancies between the rolled-graphene and the ground energy estimations have been quantified. The result is that the amplitude of the
discrepancies grows as 1/d2 as a function of the diameter and that, approximatively, the intensity of the effect in length is doubled for zigzag
nanotubes.
• The Young’s moduli have been computed as a function of the chirality
and of the diameter with two continuous reference models: the full beam
and the thin shell. The computed values for the two models coincides
when the diameter approximates 1.4 nm and diverges with the reduction
of the radius. With the full beam model, the modulus grows as 1/d2 as a
function of the diameter, while it’s approximately constant with the thin
shell model. Finally, the dependence of the modulus on the chiraliy is
upper bounded by 5%.
• The Poisson’s ratios have been computed as a function of the chirality and
of the diameter. The dependece on the chirality is upper bounded by 5%
and the values of the resulting ratios for zigzag nanotubes are the double
of those for armchair tubules.
• The shear moduli have been computed, showing dependence on both the
chirality and the diameter.
• The Young’s moduli of defective nanotubes have been computed. Pre-

cisely, the reduction of the moduli, when compared with that of perfect
molecules, is of about 12% with the presence of a single-atom vacancy
defect, of 33% with two single-atom symmetric vacancies and of 21% for
a zero-level large vacancy defect (vacancy of one hexagon).
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Preface

The work presented in this thesis is the conclusion of the theoretical and computational study that I have been engaged in for the last two thirds of the year. It
partially fulfills the requirements in order to obtain the “Laurea Specialistica”
degree at the Università degli Studi di Padova. The work has been carried out
in the period between October 2006 and May 2007, with Chiar.ma Prof. Maria
Morandi Cecchi as adviser.

“Quelli che s’innamorano di pratica, senza scienza, son come ’l nocchiere,
ch’entra in navilio senza timone o bussola, che mai ha certezza dove si vada”
Leonardo Da Vinci
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Chapter 1

Introduction

2

3

1.1

Outline and Reading Guidelines

This thesis is organized as follows. First, the introduction briefly presents the
molecules and justifies the necessity of mathematical modeling and of computer simulation. Second, the structure and the synthesis of the nanotubes is
presented, with the parametric description of their chirality and of the most
common defects. Then, after the description of several appropriate modeling
frameworks, the specific approach for the mechanical simulation of the tubules
is presented. The proposed method is a coherent combination of molecular
mechanics with atomic-scale finite elements. The numerical scheme comprises
both continuous and discrete aspects; its description comprises the geometrical
aspects of the considered elements and the choice of the mechanical potential.
The description of the computational environment and conditions follows and,
finally, the computed results are comparatively analyzed with experimental data
and other numerical results obtained so far with other methods. Finally, several
conclusive considerations of the research work are discussed, followed by outlook
for future work.
When possible, references have been used to refer to original work. Nevertheless, in some cases citations are given to the growing set of books on nanotubes.
This has primarily been done where the reference is to a whole body of work or
to an overview of a vast field.
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Figure 1.1: Ball-and-stick representation of portions of diamond (left) and of
graphite (right)

1.2

Brief Historical Background

Fullerenes Recalling the commonly accepted definition [1], allotropy is a behaviour exhibited by some chemical elements. More precisely, it’s their ability
to exist in two or more different forms, known as allotropes of that element.
In each different allotrope, the element’s atoms are bonded together in a different manner. Indeed, according to the etymological point of view, allotropy
comes from the Ancient Greek words αλλoς, that literally translates as “other”,
and τ ρoπoς, that means “manner”.
Before 1985, only two allotropes of carbon were known: diamond and graphite, the former being insulating, transparent and hard, the latter being conductive, opaque and soft. The crystal structures of both these are schematically depicted in Figure 1.1. In the early 1970’s, the chemistry of unsaturated
carbon-based molecules was studied by a group at the University of Sussex, led
by H. Kroto and D. Walton. At that time, they developed methods for the synthesis of long-chained polyynes (compounds with many triply-bonded carbons)
and long-chained polyynylcyanides. The scientific interest in these molecules
was justified by their production by red giant stars. This was known because of
their detection with radioastronomical techniques in the cloud material of the
interstellar medium.
In the 1980’s, a synthesis technique was finally developed, using laser vaporization of a suitable target, in order to produce clusters of atoms. It was
realized immediately that the laser apparatus, with an appropriate target made
of graphite, was ideal for probing the formation of carbon chains. Some subtle
experimentations followed and, in September 1985, the carbon plasma produced
by the laser vaporization was probed by time-of-flight mass spectrometry. The
experimental data confirmed the formation of clusters of large carbon structures.
During the experiments, peaks for the mass corresponding to 60 carbon atoms
were noted. To some extent, the same was noted for the mass corresponding to
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70 atoms. The peaks behaved unusually and formed under all conditions, also
exhibiting great stability. As a result, in November 1985, the group of scientists
lead by H. Kroto and R. Smalley, published an article [2] that presented a third
kind of allotrope of carbon: fullerenes. More precisely, fullerenes are a family of
carbon allotropes, named after the designer and visionary Richard Buckminster
“Bucky” Fuller (1985–1983), vastly known for his popularization of the geodesic
dome.
A single fullerene is a closed carbon structure, sometime called “buckyball” (BB) when almost spheric, that is a molecule with the form of a hollow
sphere, ellipsoid or tube. The lattice structure of the fullerenes is similar to
that of graphene, which is a sheet of linked hexagonal rings, but contains a
regular pattern of distributed pentagonal rings that prevents the surface from
being planar at rest. In some cases, also heptagonal rings are present, but
this is less frequent. In a fullerene, each carbon atom is bonded to three other
atoms and it’s sp2 hybridized. The smallest identified fullerene is called C+
20 ,
while the largest has more than hundreds of carbons. Their structure impose
an even number of carbon atoms and, hence, when a sufficiently large C2n
fullerene is fragmented, it spits out a C2 fragment and transforms itself into a
C2n−2 fullerene. This happens until it comes to C32 , at which point the whole
structure falls apart.
The fullerene that exhibits the highest stability is the C60 BB, which is
almost spherical, followed by the oval C70 . It’s easy to understand that they
are much more stable than the others because of their greater symmetry. Two
bond lengths are present in the C60 molecule: the bonds on the rings between
two hexagons are shorter than the bonds on the rings between a hexagon and a
pentagon. The popular C60 fullerene is visualized in Figure 1.2.
Early Discovery

In 1991, in an experimental setup similar to the one used

for the production of C60 molecules, S. Iijima reported on the discovery of microtubules of graphitic carbon [3]. These were produced by an arc-discharge
apparatus in which a large current was drawn as a spark between two carbon
electrodes. Based on high-resolution Trasmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
imaging, it was concluded that the structures were an unknown form of carbon. In that regular form, a number of concentric shells of bent graphene
sheets formed long needles with a helical structure. Typically, the diameter was
limited to few nanometres but their axial length extended to many micrometers. Previously, almost similar structures had been observed by R. Bacon [4]
in the 1960’s; these were interpreted as rolled-up “scrolls” of graphene, not as
tubes. As tubes were at this time being proposed as limiting forms of fullerenes,
Iijima’s discovery received much more attention than the previously obtained
scrolls. These microtubular structures are today known as Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotubes (MWCNTs). The discovery diffused considerable excitement
and interest in these tubular structures and, only a few months after the report
6

Figure 1.2: Ball-and-stick representation of the C60 fullerene
of their discovery, the first theoretical papers appeared [5, 6]. These papers predicted extremely interesting properties for single nanotubes made from rolled
graphene sheets; many of these properties were due to their essentially onedimensional structure and to their bonding arrangement. Consequently, when
Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes (SWCNTs) were discovered in 1993 [7, 8], the
field of nanotube research quickly expanded. The finding of SWCNTs was particularly important because they are more fundamental than MWCNTs and
are the basis for a large body of theoretical studies and predictions that often
preceded the experimental observations. Nevertheless, the material grown with
the immature techniques of the earliest times consisted of only a few percent of
nanotubes. The rest of the producted material was soot, fullerenes and other
forms of impurities. Therefore, theory remained well ahead of experiments until better methods of production were identified and developed. Subsequently,
several reports of conditions for the synthesis of sizeable quantities of tubules
followed [9, 10] and received a lot of attention. These are briefly described in
the next chapter.
Graphene

Because of its finite thickness, graphene is not an allotrope of

carbon. It’s a single planar sheet of sp2 -bonded carbon atoms and can be
described as the two-dimensional counterpart of graphite. Figure 1.3 shows a
portion of a graphene sheet. Precisely, the IUPAC compendium of technology
states:
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Figure 1.3: Ball-and-stick representation of a portion of graphene
“Previously, descriptions such as graphite layers, carbon layers, or
carbon sheets have been used for the term graphene. . . it is not
correct to use for a single layer a term which includes the term
graphite, which would imply a three-dimensional structure. The
term graphene should be used only when the reactions, structural
relations or other properties of individual layers are discussed.”
In a perfect graphene, only hexagonal cells can be found. However, some pentagonal and heptagonal cells are present in the real world: these rings constitute defects that make the surface not planar at its energy ground. More
precisely, when an isolated pentagonal cell is present, the plane warps into a
cone shape. This is true until the local insertion of twelve pentagons creates a
C60 BB fullerene. Similarly, the sheet becomes saddle-shaped, when an isolated
heptagon is inserted. As a result of these two variations, a vast assortment of
shapes can be made by controlled addition of pentagons and heptagons to the
honeycomb lattice. The resulting structures include fullerenes, nanotubes, nanotori, nanohorns and other exotic shapes. According to K. Novoselov [11] and
coworkers at the University of Manchester,
“Graphene is the name given to a single layer of carbon atoms
densely packed into a benzene-ring structure, and is widely used to
describe properties of many carbon-based materials, including graphite, large fullerenes, nanotubes, etc. Planar graphene itself has
been presumed not to exist in the free state, being unstable with
respect to the formation of curved structures such as soot, fullerenes
and nanotubes.”
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In order to exploit their structure and find a way to construct ballistic transistors, graphenes have also attracted the interest of technologists. In March
2006, Georgia Tech researchers, in collaboration with the Centre National de
la Recherche Scientifique in France, announced [12] that they successfully built
a proof-of-principle all-graphene planar Field-Effect Transistor (FET) and a
quantum interference device.
Graphene can be produced by mechanical exfoliation, that is by the repeated
peeling of small tablets of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite. Through chemical modification of graphite, soluble fragments of graphene can be prepared in
a laboratory [13]. Although theory and experiment suggest that perfect twodimensional structures cannot exist in the free state, almost single-atom thick
graphite has been produced. These are possible due to intrinsic microscopic
roughening on the scale of about 1 nm. In the context of the modeling inspired by Continuum Mechanics (CM), graphene sheets can be described as
low-dimensional solids, as shown in Chapter 3 for CNTs.
Nanotubes The results of various experiments with TEM [14, 15], Raman
scattering [16, 17], resistivity [18], Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) [9,
19–22] and susceptibility are consistent with the identification of CNTs with
cylindrical graphene sheets of sp2 -bonded carbon atoms. Hence, CNTs can be
easily described as rolled graphene sheets, whose mechanical properties follow
from the nature of the bonds between the carbon atoms. These in-plane bonds
are the strong covalent bonds that bind the atoms in a graphene sheet. Figure 1.4 represents a portion of a SWCNT.
CNTs attract increasing attention since the initial report on their existence [3], followed by the subsequent reports of conditions for the synthesis
of sizeable quantities of tubules. Nowadays, the large variety of production
techniques includes arc discharge, laser ablation, high pressure and chemical
vapor deposition.
Their physical properties make them extraordinary research objects: they
exhibit fascinating mechanical, electronic and thermal peculiarities. From an
electronic point of view, they are able to exist in either metallic or semiconducting forms. From a mechanical perspective, their large tensile strength is
combined with extreme flexibility. Therefore, they are promising candidates
for advanced industrial devices and are a prototypical one-dimensional system
under intense study for fundamental physics. Their property of extreme capillarity is of great interest in nanofluidics [23,24]. Their wide range of applications
includes chemical sensing, nanoelectronics, coatings, free-standing membranes,
tribology, separations, electro-chemistry, nano-electro-mechanics, field emission,
drug delivery and material reinforcements.
CNTs are usually classified into SWCNTs and MWCNTs, the former class
consisting of single graphene sheets and the latter comprising several nested
SWCNTs. In perfect SWCNTs, the ends of the seamless cylinder can be closed
9

Figure 1.4: Ball-and-stick representation of a Single-Walled Nanotube
with a BB molecule cut in two halves.
Nanotori and Nanohorns

In addition to the known tubular forms, recent

experimental observations revealed novel ring-like structures related to carbon
nanotubes. Whether these structures are toroidal or coiled is currently under
debate. Although many of these structure seem to remain as pure speculation,
several studies [25–27] have reported SWCNTs and ropes of them forming ringlike structures, some of which suspected to be toroidal. Both from the scientific
and the technological point of view, such toroidal structures are very interesting. The interest is justified because a nanotoroidal molecular system has been
theoretically shown to possess unusual electronic and magnetic properties, and
could serve as a prototype for quantum wire rings [28, 29]. Apart from some
recent experimental [30] and computational [31] studies of nanotori, very little
is known about their structure and, for instance, about how the curvature of
the torus influences its local structure.
These carbon molecules, and more precisely Single Walled Carbon Nanotori (SWCNRs), are an ideal model for studying the behaviour of SWCNTs
under bending. In fact, the behaviour of the tubes can be accurately correlated
to its uniform curvature. From the technological point of view, pure or doped
SWCNRs could be synthesized and find application as device components of
Nano Electro-Mechanical Systems (NEMSs) and also as nanometric conducting
rings. They can also be parametrically characterized by an extension of the
chirality vector of SWCNTs.
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Discovered as a stable imperfect formation of SWCNTs with a horn-like
shape [32], Single Walled Carbon Nanohorns (SWCNHs) are conical formations of graphitic structure. These are mostly found on the caps of MWCNTs,
but also as free-standing structures generated by arc-discharge. High-resolution
TEM [33] and STM [34] are the predominant experimental techniques for their
observation. Most of the observed cones have opening angles of about π/10 but
their distribution is still unknown; also, the axial length of SWCNHs can easily
reach the length of 240 Å [20]. The horns are formed from the basic honeycomb
lattice composed of hexagons, mixed with less pentagons than the six needed
by Euler’s theorem to form a cylinder. Every addition or removal of a pentagon
corresponds to a modification in solid angle of π/3. Therefore, a closed cage is
formed when 12 pentagons yield a solid angle of 4π. Let θc be the cone angle
with respect to the axial coordinate, then the formula for the estimation of the
cone angle 2θc with np pentagons is given by
2θc = 2 arccos

n 
p

6

,

(1.1)

while the estimation of the opening angle is simply π − 2θc . Also, the solid
angle Ωc subtented by the horn is given by
Ωc = 2π −

np π
= 2π (1 − cos θc ) .
3

(1.2)

Hence, when np = 6, a capped tubule is formed in the same way, instead of a
SWCNH.
SWCNHs are not only of academic interest; they can find useful industrial
applications as a critical component of a new generation of fuel cells and as
precise carrier vehicles to deliver therapeutic drugs to a patient’s target cells.
In addition, they present huge surface areas and can be fabricated with high
purity, compared with normal nanotubes. This property is expected to play
an important role in the mass-scale production of SWCNHs as low-cost raw
material.
Peapod Nanotubes Peapod Nanotubes (PNTs) are SWCNTs filled with C60
BB fullerenes. These complex structures were observed for the first time while
doing high-resolution TEM-imaging on nanotube material produced at Rice
University by laser ablation. Since the first time, these appeared as SWCNTs
filled with spherical or circular structures. In 1998, an article was published
where the interior molecules were reported to show a diameter of 0.7 nm. The
space that separated those from the walls of the SWCNTs was 0.3 nm [35],
which is the carbon to carbon Van der Waals distance. Therefore, these were
identified to be encapsulated C60 fullerenes, with the typical separation from
the walls and between each BB. In 1999, a sample from the same batch was
studied in great detail [36] by UV-VIS spectroscopy and, finally, conclusive
evidences came that the encapsulated molecules were C60 . This allowed also the
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Figure 1.5: Ball-and-stick representation of a Peapod BB Nanotube
estimation of the filling factor, defined as the percentage of the filled volume on
average. A percentage comprised between 1 and 4 of the produced material was
filled with BB molecules, probably mostly due to the post-growth treatments.
Other studies presented the observation of peapod formations also with arc
discharge production of SWCNTs [37, 38] and the contemporary presence of
other fullerenes in the same tubules. In 2000, TEM investigations gave the first
clues of the filling process [39]. In this process, the molecules are adsorbed on
the sides of the SWCNTs and the filling comes from transport to defects on the
surface and to open ends. The center to center distance in the long chain of
fullerenes is about 1 nm and suggests that the BBs are not polymerized [40],
which also corresponds to the theoretical and computational [41] expectations.
Nanoscience and Nanotechnology The discovery of fullerenes and nanotubes is not only an interesting and remarkable scientific accomplishment, but
also the availability of these objects makes possible new developments in the
fields of nanoscience and nanotechnology. Meanwhile, the ability to study the
new molecules obtained benefit from a number of useful techniques and facilities, whose progress was rapid and steady. In the last decades, there has been
a growing interest in nanostructured materials, such as small clusters, macromolecules and structures on surfaces. Also, the development of the scanning
probe techniques has been absolutely instrumental for this research, leading to
significant advances in the experimental characterization.
In STM, a tiny conducting tip scans above a surface while a voltage difference
12

between the tip and sample results in a small tunneling current. This current
provides the signal required to maintain a constant scan height over the sample.
STM can be used to map the topography of the objects on the surface and offers
atomic resolution. The graphitic lattice is resolved, thanks to low temperature
imaging, and information on the geometrical structure of the molecule can be
easily obtained. Likewise, with the Atomic Force Microscope (AFM), the tipsample interaction results in a precise detection of the cantilever, where the
tip is mounted on. When the cantilever bends, the measurement can be read
out and yields the topographic information from the sample. Compared with
STM, the resolution obtained by this instrument is lower but the samples don’t
need to be conductors. Furthermore, a remarkable technical advance is given
by the fact that AFM can be used to manipulate CNTs and other carbon-based
nanostructures.
It’s noteworthy to point out that CNTs are appropriate as scanning probe
tips, due to their outstanding mechanical performances [42]. In fact, CNTs can
be thin and long but also rigid and strong. Even extreme deformations are
reversible: when bent strongly, they buckle instead of breaking and their initial
shape is rapidly restored.
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1.3

Applications of the Nanotubes

Current research on CNTs and related carbon nanostructures is at an early
stage of development, but these objects are already beginning to show their
exceptional properties, many of which may lead to practical applications. First,
this section covers the most likely applications associated with their mechanical
behaviour, because these yield the highest potential of interest for the work
presented in this thesis. The following subsections present the applications to
electronics and then to other sectors, finally giving a brief summary of the
discussed topics.

1.3.1

Mechanical Applications

Due in large part to the combination of their expected structural proximity to
perfection, small size, low density, high stiffness and high strength, CNTs may
find use in a wide range of applications in material science and engineering. By
taking advantage of their tremendous stiffness and strength, NASA is developing
materials using nanotubes for space applications [43]. In these applications, the
weight-driven cost is of major concern and CNTs seems to be a feasible solution.
With the advances in material synthesis and device processing capabilities, the
importance of developing and understanding nanoscale mechanical properties
has impressively increased over the past decade. In fact, composites based on
nanotubes could offer strength-to-weight ratios beyond any currently available
material.
As discussed in the next chapter, the primary product of current methods of
tube synthesis contains not individual, separated tubules, but rather bundles of
closely packed SWCNTs. In these bundles, the load transfer to the individual
tubes is very important for applications involving tensile load-bearing. The goal
is to achieve load transfer so that the full bundle cross-section participates in
load-bearing up to the intrinsic breaking strength of the single SWCNTs. For
that, it was estimated that the contact length between pairs of SWCNTs must
range from 10 to 120 µm [44, 45]. Nonetheless, there are strong experimental
evidences that the typical length of individual SWCNTs in such bundles is
usually limited to 300 nm [46]. Twisting the wires or weaving the fibers can lead
to a cable whose load transfer mechanism in tension yields a better performace,
compared with that of a straight bundle rope. This remarkable result comes
from continuum mechanical analysis of ropes and bundles of SWCNTs [47, 48].
Wire ropes exhibit a radial force that parallel wires don’t possess; the force is
oriented in the direction of the vector that presses the surrounding wires to the
core. As a result, this major mechanical difference provides better load transfer
and structural reliability to wire ropes, which are also more stable. When one
wire component breaks, the broken sections of that particular wire can still bear
transferred load from the other wires through the strong friction force that is a
consequence of the radial compression. Also, the bending stiffness of a wire rope
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is smaller and the fatigue life is much longer in this case. Hence, it is suitable
for applications in which the rope has to be bent frequently.
CNTs can also add multifunctionality to polymer-based composite systems,
delivering at the same time striking improvements both in strength and stiffness of the materials. Moreover, these characteristics are coupled with tunable
electrical and thermal properties. In order to obtain optimal property enhancements, key issues to be resolved include improved dispersion and alignment of
the tubules, their useful functionalization, enhancement of the matrix bondingload transfer and efficient use of the different types of nanotube reinforcements.
In addition to dispersion and alignment, recent work [49] has demonstrated that
the waviness of the nanotubes in the polymer decreases the potential reinforcing
factor by an additional 50 percent beyond a two-fold decrease due to random
orientation. Ongoing investigations are focusing on improved processing and
design of nanocomposites. Techniques to obtain homogeneous dispersion and
significant alignment of the nanotubes include application of an electric field during the polymerization process, methods of extrusion and deformation [50–52].
In these cases, the emphasis is on the control of the geometric arrangement of
the tubules and on the identification of the most useful reinforcement schemes.
The extremely high modulus and the flexibility of CNTs offer an attractive
mechanism also to NEMS. These systems are evolving rapidly and many new
scientific studies and technical applications are rising. These mechanical devices are shrinking in size to decrease response time, reduce mass and increase
sensitivity. They are characterized by small dimensions and CNTs seems to be
appropriate in size and features for relevant functions in the devices. Critical
feature sizes range from hundreds to few nanometers. New physical properties,
resulting from the small dimensions, may dominate the operation of the devices
and most of the useful combinations are still undiscovered.
Moreover, it has been suggested that CNTs can act as voltage-controlled
nanometric actuators [53] and AFM tips can be fabricated by attaching a CNT
to a standard microscope tip [42]. Another example of their mechanical usefulness as tools is given by nanotweezers [54], where two MWCNTs are mounted
on independent electrodes over a micropipette and can pick up submicron particles. The tweezing action is caused by the electrostatic attraction between the
two nanotubes when a bias is applied between them.

1.3.2

Electrical and Electronic Applications

Similarly to the mechanical properties, also the electronic properties of the nanotubes are remarkable and have received a lot of attention from the international
scientific community. Due to the quantum confinement of the electrons in the
circumferential direction, a SWCNT can be either metallic or semiconductor,
depending on its geometric structure. Many interesting transport phenomena
such as ballistic transport over several µm and Kondo effect have been observed.
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Utilizing these properties, CNTs have been used in experimental devices such
as field emitters in displays, memory devices and sensors. Further developments
will rapidly come as they promise applications in many industrial products and
processes. Several commercial companies around the world are already attempting to exploit these possibilities [55]. Indeed, companies such as Samsung and
NEC have demonstrated product-quality devices utilizing CNTs for field emission displays [56,57] and have invested intensely in further research. Also, since
some specific types of SWCNTs are metallic, they can also function as probes
for electrical measurements.
Thus far, no reports of superconductivity in CNTs seem to have been published. However, SWCNTs and parallel bundles of CNTs could exhibit superconductivity but, at this point, it seems reasonable that further studies will require
the introduction of a superconducting metal or of a charge transfer dopant into
the hollow core of the tubule.

1.3.3

Other Applications

The biocompatibility and the outstanding strength of CNTs attract a great
interest for biomedical applications, too. Currently, the composites used to
substitute bone and teeth are basically coarse combinations of filler particles.
The result is that the mechanical properties are highly inadequate when compared with the skeletal tissue. Also, the new class of NEMS devices may provide
a revolution in applications such as chemical sensors, medical diagnostics, functional molecules and molecular storage. In a growing number of laboratories
around the world, CNTs and CNHs are considered as efficient storage systems,
with promising applications for hydrogen storage in fuel cells [58,59]. Moreover,
CNTs are known to resist degradation in the types of chemical environments
present in the human body and are considered also for drug delivery: they could
be implanted without trauma at the sites where a drug must be slowly released.
Their considerable potential in cellular experiments is motivated by their future
use as nanopipettes for the distribution of extremely small volumes of liquid or
gas onto surfaces or into living cells. Their possible use for artificial muscles
was recently demonstrated [60], even as low voltage actuators.
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1.4

Motivation of the Thesis

On the nanometric scale, the peculiarities of the CNTs attracted a considerable
interest from the scientific community. Their mechanical properties are capable of being useful to both theoretical and applied research but, nonetheless,
most of the studied characteristics are not fully understood. In practice, experimental investigations of the mechanical properties require the nanotubes to be
interfaced to measurement equipment. In that process, their precise identification and their subsequent manipulation is extremely challenging. Consequently,
since experimentation at this scale is itself under development, the study of efficient computational methods for the estimation of the mechanical properties
is fully justified, in order to explain observations, obtain information that is
currently unaccessible in experiments and guide the exploration of new research
frontiers.
The goal of this thesis is to investigate the possibility of using innovative
computational tools for studying the mechanical properties of the CNTs and
of the related structures, in order to learn more about these research objects
and about the appropriate numerical approaches for the solution of nanoscale
problems. Furthermore, it has the intention to form a basis for further research
projects in this area, by reviewing and summarizing recent relevant literature
and by proposing feasible applications of the numerical schemes.
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Chapter 2

Carbon Nanotubes
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2.1

Structure

A CNT is a sheet of hexagonally arranged carbon atoms, rolled up into a tube
of a few nanometers in diameter. It can be many microns long and may contain
several smaller coaxial tubes. The basic structure is given by SWCNTs, that
are the fundamental component of the more complex forms (MWCNTs). Their
basically one-dimensional crystal structure has several unique features. First,
in principle it can be infinitely long and, second, all atoms in the crystal are
surface atoms. Moreover, it shares many mechanical and electronic properties
with a two-dimensional sheet of graphene.
In this section, the structure of graphene is presented before the more detailed description of the structure of a CNT. This is motivated by the resemblance in structure of two-dimensional graphite sheets with SWCNTs. Then,
chirality will be investigated as a mean to classify families of tubules in terms of
a couple of indices. Subsequently, the differences between SWCNTs and MWCNTs will be examined and, finally, several different kinds of realistic defects
will be presented.

2.1.1

Graphene and Carbon Nanotubes

Graphene is the two-dimensional counterpart of graphite. From many points of
view, graphene is the best theoretically studied structure of carbon and the starting point in most of the calculations regarding graphite, CNTs and fullerenes.
A sheet of graphene consists of a hexagonal lattice of carbon atoms, where
the atoms occupy the vertices of the hexagons; perfect sheets consists purely
of hexagonal cells, while defects are constituted by pentagonal and heptagonal
cells.
In graphite, two-dimensional graphene sheets are stacked to form the threedimensional structure. In each layer of graphene, the carbon atoms form a honeycomb structure and successive layers are stacked in an interleaving sequence.
The interlayer distance is dp = 0.335 nm and the nearest-neighbour distance
is a(C−C) = 0.142 nm [61]. At room temperature, the latter distance a(C−C)
is the smallest of all the solid elements at room temperature and this implies,
combined with the large distance between the layers, that the surfaces are electrically, chemically, and mechanically nearly unconditioned. That’s the reason
why most of the physical and chemical properties of graphite and of CNTs can
be understood from graphene.
A mathematical description of a perfect graphene sheet will be presented
here, in order to simplify the further formalizations. Let a graphene sheet at
its ground energy configuration be on the plane that is described by R2 . Then,
let Q1 ∈ R2 be the position of the atom Q1 , considered as a single point on
that plane. Let Q2 be the position of another atom, namely Q2 , in the lattice,
such that the latter shares a covalent bond with the former in Q1 . Let a vector
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−−−→
be Qx = Q1 Q2 and let be Qy another vector such that
Qx ⊥ Qy
and that
kQx k2 = kQy k2 .
Because of the hexagonal nature of the lattice, two additional vectors are specified in order to simplify the classification of SWCNTs according to their chirality.
These are defined as follows:
√
3
3
a1 = Qx +
Qy ,
2
2
(2.1)
√
3
3
Qy .
a2 = Qx −
2
2

2.1.2

Chirality

Depending on their helicity and radius, SWCNTs are mathematically specified
by an ordered pair of integers (n1 , n2 ) ∈ N2 . This defines a chiral vector
Ch = n1 a1 + n2 a2 .

(2.2)

The chiral vector in (2.2) can be written also as
−−−→
Ch = Q 1 Q 3 ,

(2.3)

as it’s often specified in literature [62]. This vector connects two crystallographically equivalent sites Q1 and Q3 on the lattice of the graphene sheet, as shown
by Figure 2.1. Each pair of integers (n1 , n2 ) ∈ N2 defines a way of rolling up a

graphene sheet in order to obtain a SWCNT [63], but an additional constraint
must be specified on the pair to eliminate the multiple definitions caused by
the sixfold geometry of the hexagonal lattice and its point group symmetry.
It’s common to impose the constraint n2 ≤ n1 on the pair (n1 , n2 ), that is a

constraint which allows to define every class of SWCNTs once and once only.
The pair (n1 , n2 ) defines explicitly the chiral angle θt of the tubule and its
diameter dt . The former is given by
θt = arctan
and the latter by

!
√
3n2
(n2 + 2n1 )

√
q
3
dt =
a(C−C) n22 + n2 n1 + n21 ,
π
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(2.4)

(2.5)

Figure 2.1: Lattice of carbon atoms that presents the definition of the chirality vector Ch , where the auxiliary vectors a1 and a2 are displaced from their
application point Q1 for visual purposes.
where a(C−C) is the distance between two adjacent carbon atoms on the sheet
at rest. This physical parameter is assumed to maintain the value
a(C−C) = 1.42 Å = 0.142 · 10−9 m
at room temperature in a graphite layer. As this parameter depends on the
radius of the tube, an estimated value of b
a(C−C) = 1.44 Å is considered in SW-

CNTs that can be capped by C60 semi-fullerenes [64]. Obviously, the estimated
diameter of the tube is the length of the chirality vector, so that (2.5) can be
written more compactly as follows
kCh k2 = dt π.
However, this may not be the real diameter of the tubule, since these calculations are only coarse estimations that don’t account for the curvature of the
cylindrical surface and its effect on the energy ground conformation. Different
chiral angles and tubule diameters produce different mechanical and electronic
properties of the CNTs and narrow the search space in order to meet specific
selection criteria. According to their chirality, SWCNTs are named “zigzag”,
“generic chiral” and “armchair”. “Zigzag” nanotubes are the tubules described
by the pair (n1 , 0), with n1 ∈ N, “armchair” nanotubes are described by the

pair (n1 , n1 ), with n1 ∈ N0 and, finally, “generic chiral” nanotubes are all the
tubes described by (n1 , n2 ), with 1 ≤ n2 < n1 and n1 , n2 ∈ N0 . Figure 2.2
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Figure 2.2: Graphical representation of the three main classes of SWCNTs; from
the top to the bottom, a (15, 0) armchair is followed by a (13, 7) generic chiral
and, finally, by a (10, 10) zigzag tubule
graphically presents the differences of the classes of nanotubes. The formulation of (2.4) comes from the definition of the roll-up angle itself: it’s the angle
between the chirality vector and a1 . Hence, one has the intermediate step
cos θt =

a1 · Ch
.
kak2 kCh k2

(2.6)

When a CNT is formed, it is basically one-dimensional and, by definition, its
roll-up angle is 0 ≤ θt ≤ π6 . Consequently, only one basis vector is necessary
to form the CNT from a unit cell. This vector is the translational vector Th ,
which is perpendicular to the chirality vector in the longitudinal direction of the
CNT. The translational vector must satisfy Ch ⊥ Th and can be written as
Th = t1 a1 + t2 a2 .
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(2.7)

The coefficients t1 and t2 can be found from the above equation. Since
a1 · a1 = a2 · a2 = 3a20 6= 0,

(2.8)

then a0 6= 0. Now, Ch ⊥ Th implies
Ch · Th = 0

(2.9)

that can be expanded as
Ch · Th = (na1 + ma2 ) · (t1 a1 + t2 a2 )
= na1 · t1 a1 + na1 · t2 a2 + ma2 · t1 a1 + ma2 · t2 a2
3
3
= 3a20 nt1 + 3a20 mt2 + a20 mt1 + a20 nt2
2
2
1
1
= 3a20 (nt1 + mt2 + mt1 + nt2 ) = 0.
2
2

(2.10)

One has a0 6= 0 from (2.8) and, as a result, the following equalities must hold
1
1
nt1 + mt2 + mt1 + nt2 =
2
2




1
1
t1 n + m + t2 m + n = 0
2
2

(2.11)

and also
t1 (2n + m) + t2 (2m + n) = 0.

(2.12)

Finally, since t1 , t2 ∈ N and they can’t have any common non-unitary divisor,

(2.12) leads to

Th =

(n + 2m)a1 − (n + 2m)a2
,
gcd[m + 2n, n + 2m]

(2.13)

which is the explicitation of the translational vector Th [65].
The area AG of a unit cell of graphene is given by the formula
AG = |a1 · a2 |
π
= 3a20 sin
3
√
3 3 2
=
a .
2 0

(2.14)

Likewise, the area AS of a unit cell of SWCNT is given by
AS = kCh × Th k2

kna1 × (2n + m)a2 + ma2 × (2m + n)a1 k2
gcd[m + 2n, n + 2m]
ka1 × a2 k2 (n(2n + m) + m(2m + n))
=
gcd[m + 2n, n + 2m]
2ka1 × a2 k2 (m2 + nm + n2 )
.
=
gcd[m + 2n, n + 2m]
=
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(2.15)

Therefore, the number N of graphene unit cells in a CNT unit cell can be
obtained from
N=

AC
2(m2 + nm + n2 )
=
.
AG
gcd[m + 2n, n + 2m]

(2.16)

The value of N is a significant parameter for the calculation of the electronic
properties of SWCNTs.
The electronic configuration of the carbon atom is, in the notation of atomic
physics, 1s2 2s2 2p2 . Since the energies of the 2s and 2p orbitals are very similar,
carbon atoms are able to form a number of sp-hybridized atomic orbitals [61,66].
Three different kinds of sp-hybridized atomic orbitals exist: sp, sp2 and sp3 .
In sp-hybridization, an electron from the 2s-orbital is promoted to a p-orbital
and another from one of the three 2p-orbitals combines with the single electron
left in the 2s-orbital to generate a pair of equivalent orbitals. The two sporbitals share a common axis, but their major lobes are reciprocally opposed in
orientation. The remaining 2p-orbitals are placed perpendicular to each other
and to the axes of the sp-orbitals.
In sp2 -hybridization, an electron from the 2s-orbital is promoted to a porbital, and then two electrons from different 2p-orbitals combine with the single
electron left in the 2s-orbital to generate three equivalent sp2 -orbitals. These
orbitals are planar and form an angle of 2π/3 between the major lobes. Finally,
the remaining p-orbital is perpendicular to this plane.
The third kind of hybridization, that is the sp3 -hybridization, occurs when
the remaining 2s-electron combines with the promoted 2s-electron and the two
2p-electrons. The resulting four orbitals are arranged in a tetrahedral fashion,
forming the same angle between all the major lobes.
The honeycomb pattern of carbon atoms in graphene suggested, and it is
now ordinarily accepted, that the carbon bonds are sp2 -hybridized. The σbonds formed by the sp2 -hybridized orbitals bind the carbon atoms strongly
together. The covalent bonds, in combination with the very short nearestneighbour distance, make graphene extremely stable, resulting in a melting
point at the temperature of 3823◦ K, which is the highest of all solids [66]. The
leftover p-orbital is perpendicular to the graphene and there the electrons bond
to other carbon atoms through weak π-bonds. Hence, the electrons in the porbitals are lightly bound and responsible for the conductance of graphite. The
distance between layers is more than twice larger than the nearest-neighbour
distance a(C−C) and, thus, a graphene layer only bonds weakly through Van der
Waal forces to other graphene sheets. This explains the soft nature of graphite.
Since CNTs are made of one or more sheets of graphene rolled up in a tubular
structure, the binding is nearly identical to that of graphite. The differences
in binding are due to the larger intershell distance in CNTs compared with
the interlayer distance of graphite dl and to the curvature of the cylindrical
sheets. In CNTs, the surface curvature makes the sp2 bonds slightly similar to
sp3 bonds. This is the cause of the superior localization of the electrons that
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Figure 2.3: Ball-and-stick visualization of a SWCNT and of a 2-MWCNT
are responsible for the conduction in graphite. A further effect of the curvature
is the higher electron density on the inside of each shell, compared with the
outside.

2.1.3

Single and Multi-Walled Nanotubes

A MWCNT is a CNT where several sheets of graphene are coaxially rolled up,
the smaller inside the larger. Each of the component SWCNTs is called shell in
this context; a n-MWCNT is a MWCNT with n shells. For instance, Figure 2.3
represents a 2-MWCNT. The individual shells of the MWCNTs can be classified
according to their chirality, in the same way that SWCNTs are categorized.
The only restriction on the shells is their gradual and compatible decrease in
radius, that must proceed from the most external shell to the core. Precisely,
the distance between the layers approximately equals the graphite inter-layer
distance dp . When MWCNT are analyzed, the number of contacted shells needs
to be considered. If mechanical contact is only achieved between the outer shell
and the substrate, a small strain of the MWCNT will only affect the outer shell,
leaving the core almost unaffected due to the weak coupling. When the strain is
higher, deformations will form in the outer shell according to this explanation.
Successive shells are weakly coupled and, because of that, deformations will be
seldom induced in a qualitatively different way in a shell of a MWCNT than
in a SWCNT, except for small diameters. Even so, the strain-induced defects
can increase the coupling between the outer and the inner shell. Consequently,
further straining will result in the breaking of the outer shell. This situation
exposes the inner shells and leaves them free to slide in the leftover of the initial
outer shell. The effect have been experimentally observed and theoretically
studied [67] and the result is that, if contact is made between all the shells or
just several of them, all the tubules will behave according to the same scheme.
However, it is possible that this kind of contact could result in broken inner
shells that leave the outer shells intact.
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2.1.4

Defects

The causes of defect formation and their effects on the physical properties of
CNTs have attracted considerable attention. Chemical defects usually occur
during the functionalization of CNTs, so that the appropriate chemical bonds
can be formed between the tubules and the matrix material in nanocomposites.
Consequently, the mechanical properties of nanocomposites can be significantly
enhanced because of the strong interfacial load transfer [68, 69], but also the
properties of CNTs will change.
Not only intrinsic defects decrease the mechanical strength due to weakening
of the symmetry and of the bonds, but also the excessive strain of the tubes
will induce defects, since the individual atoms move one relative to each other
and the bond-length and bond-angle are forced to change. Recent theoretical
studies [70–72] indicated that the formation of defects has a strong dependence
on the symmetry, the diameter and the temperature of the CNTs.
In general, the vast majority of defects in CNTs can be classified into the
following principal classes:
• Pentagon-Heptagon Irregularities (PHIs)
• Stone-Wales Defects (SWDs)
• Small Vacancy Defects (SVDs)
• Large Vacancy Defects (LVDs)
• Adsorption of molecules
• Carbonization
• Substitutional impurities
PHIs are structural defects where a pentagonal ring of carbon is situated at the
axial opposite of a heptagonal ring. This will cause the CNT to bend towards
the heptagon [65]. With an even distribution of these defects, the interested
SWCNT forms a coil, which is a structure often observed in experiments. At
the same time, the PHI defect causes a sudden change in chirality of the tube.
SWDs are one of the most intensely studied defects [73] in CNTs. They are
the result of the Stone-Wales transformation, that is the plane rotation of a covalent bond that releases an excessive strain for the tubule. The angle of rotation
is π/2 and, after a small transient, the equilibrium is obtained with the form of a
concentrated loop of defects that interleave two heptagons with two pentagons,
as visualized by Figure 2.4. SWDs are peculiar defects, as they exhibit a sliding
effect, that is responsible for the ductile behaviour of the armchair CNTs. As a
result, the deformation of these tubules is plastic, changing the chirality of an
armchair SWCNT into a generic chiral and can also lead to a zigzag SWCNT.
Once formed, at the temperature of 2000◦ K, SWDs are able to release further
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Figure 2.4: Visualization of a SWD
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Figure 2.5: The equilibrium configurations of the two kinds of SVDs: on the
left for a single-atom vacancy and, on the right, for a double-atom vacancy
strain by the separation of the two defect cores through successive Stone-Wales
transformations, which results in a change of the mechanical properties of the
SWCNT. At lower temperatures the separation process is not possible but multiple LVDs are formed, together with more SWDs. This activity produces the
brittle behaviour of the CNTs. For a zigzag SWCNTs, the formation of SWDs
is not energetically favorable, except for very high strain values that compress
the tubule more than 10 percent of its length at rest. This explains the greater
resistance to axial strains of the zigzag SWCNTs and their brittle behaviour,
caused by the fact that almost no plastic deformation occurs [73].
SVDs are vacancy defects where one or two atoms have been removed from
the perfect structure. The removal of these carbon atoms from the honeycomb
lattice of the cylindrical surface creates a set of carbon atoms whose valence
orbitals are unsaturated. In this set, the excess energy arising from the unsaturated valence orbitals promotes the local reconstruction around the vacancy and
forms configurations that are energetically more stable. In SWCNTs, both the
single-atom and the double-atom vacancies can have two possible reconstructed
configurations: the symmetric one and the asymmetric one. In this context,
the symmetry is in relation with the axial direction of the tubule and, thus,
is meaningless in the similar cases regarding SVDs in graphene sheets. Figure 2.5 visualizes the equilibrium configurations for the two kinds of SVDs. For
a single-atom vacancy, a dent appears with an atom of hydrogen that saturates
the dangling bond. This defect affects the dimensions of the tubule only locally. Viceversa, for a double-atom vacancy, the tube is bend globally and, also,
the local radius is reduced. However, when the tube is stretched, both these
changes almost vanish and, consequently, their effect on the fracture strength is
negligible.
LVDs are vacancy defects where a (relatively) large number of atoms have
been removed and the dangling bonds have been saturated with hydrogens.
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Figure 2.6: On the top of the composition, the zero-level for both the hole and
the slit, followed, on the left, by the first level of the slit and, on the right, by
the first level of the hole
Mostly because of the high temperature involved in carbon arc production, significantly large defects may be introduced in most of the CNTs. Two types of
defects are considered in this class: large holes and slits. The former type
is intended to model the effects of oxidative pitting, while the latter is included due to their resemblance to cracks, even if such defects are less likely
to be experimentally significant. The holes are produced by removing concentric hexagons of carbon atoms. The zero-level comes from the vacancy of one
hexagon ring and the classification follows a recursive definition. Given a (n)level hole, the (n + 1)-level is obtained by eliminating all the nodes in the larger
concentric hexagon [74]. Similarly, the slits are obtained by removing series of
pairs of carbon atoms in the circumferential direction, alternating bonded pairs
with nonbonded pairs. A recursive procedure can be defined, as it was done
with holes. Figure 2.6 shows the base case and the first step in the recursive
definition for slits and holes.
Molecular adsorption is a frequent defect in CNTs, where the surface of the
tube changes its unitary cell on the surface. The result it the mutation of both
the the mechanical and the electrical properties. Extensive studies analyzed the
most frequent cases of this class [75–79], which are the adsorption of NO2 and
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of N H3 .
Carbonization is the process in which the carbon atoms of the structure are
not arranged in any kind of regular lattice. The amount of carbonization present
in a CNT depends on the method of growth and strongly defines the quality of
the samples.
Substitutional impurities are atoms other than carbon incorporated at lattice
sites in the tubules. Boron or Nitrogen atoms are the most frequent substitutional impurities [61]. Their presence changes the unitary cell of the tubule and
strongly influences the electronic properties of the structure. Sometimes this
substitution is done on purpose, in order to obtain peculiar characteristics.
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2.2

Method of Synthesis and Production

Even today, despite the growing experience and the large number of recent
techniques, the process by which carbon nanotubes are formed is still not completely understood. It is known that MWCNTs form from carbon vapor under
the specific laboratory conditions and that SWCNTs can form only if catalyst
material, like Fe or Ni, is present. A number of mechanisms have been proposed
to account for these and other observations, but conclusive validations or refusals of these have not been forthcoming from the experimental work yet [80].
Luckily for nanotube research in general, this lack of information regarding the
actual nanometric processes governing the growth of these structures has not
prevented the development of still more refined methods of production. Here,
the most widely used methods are briefly described.
Arc Discharge Arc-discharge was the first way in which nanotubes were
produced and have been actively employed in the past ten years. Together
with laser ablation, it involves the condensation of carbon atoms generated
from the evaporation of solid carbon sources. In this method, the involved
temperatures are close to the melting point of graphite, that ranges from 3300◦
to 4300◦ [80]. A large current is drawn between two carbon electrodes placed in
an inert atmosphere of helium gas. The plasma in the spark ignites, because of
the passing of high currents between the electrodes, and evaporates the carbon
material, which then condenses as CNTs and other carbon structures. When no
catalyst material is present, MWCNTs are formed. Viceversa, the addition of a
small fraction of catalyst material to the carbon can facilitate the production of
SWCNTs. Arc-discharge is often used to produce nanotubes in bulk quantities
and whose quality is comparable with other methods. Figure 2.7 schematically
illustrates the typical apparatus for the method of arc discharge production.
It’s important to point out in this visualization that the anode and the cathode,
both made primarily of carbon, are positioned and kept at the optimal reciprocal
distance while the high current makes the arc discharge. Precisely, both the
anode and the cathode are carbon rods with a diameter ranging from 5 to
20 mm. According to this representation, the anode can be moved so that
the optimum distance between the anode and the cathode will be maintained
continuously until the end of the anode is evaporated during the growth of the
CNTs. The voltage across the anode and cathode ranges from 20 to 25 V with
a direct current which ranges from 50 to 120 A. During operation, the flow rate
through the chamber of helium ranges from 5 to 15 ml/s and the pressure in the
chamber is typically of the order of 500 torr [61]. SWCNTs and MWCNTs are
produced in bundles in the inner region of the cathode, which is also the region
where the temperature is the highest. Interestingly, the bundles are aligned in
the direction of the current. The conditions during the growth strongly control
the yield and the type of the produced tubes. Usually, the spectrum of the
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Figure 2.7: Representation of the arc discharge apparatus
diameter distribution is narrow. The maximum yield obtained is located in the
center of the cathode and the produced mass may reach the 20 percent of the
evaporated graphite. It’s also possible to promote the formation of specific kinds
of CNTs by employing, in the graphite rods, different catalyst. Other carbon
particles are deposited on the walls of the chamber and around the CNTs and
must be removed.
Briefly, the arc discharge method is a simple and cheap way of synthesizing almost defect-free CNTs. Poor control of the deposition area is the worst
drawback of this method compared with the most recent ones. No simple way
of producing the tubes at a desired position in a device using arc discharge
has been found yet. Moreover, the formed structures often embed other carbon
particles and their need for subsequent expensive purification is strong.
Laser Ablation Laser ablation has in common with arc discharge the same
basic process: the creation of a carbon gas, then followed by its condensation into
nanotubes (and other carbon structures). Here, an intense laser beam shoots
at a target placed in a oven at the temperature of at least 1500◦ K [61]. The
target is made of graphite mixed with some transition metals (different amounts
can be considered in order to produce different diameters of the CNTs) and it
is ablated while a flow of Argon (or another inert gas) is passed through the
furnace. Figure 2.8 illustrates the principle of production by laser ablation.
On the other side of the furnace, there’s a water cooled copper collector that
is protected from the laser. Thank to this structure, the material is finally
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Figure 2.8: Representation of the laser ablation apparatus
collected in sizeable quantities under the form of high-quality SWCNTs. The
method was developed in 1996 and easily allows the production of long ropes
of CNTs. The appearance of this high-quality material can be considered as
an important point in the history of CNTs, because it enabled experiments
carried out on single or on few nanotubes at the same time. The diameters of
the produced SWCNTs have a very narrow distribution that is often included
between 1 and 3 nm, depending on the temperature and the mix of the graphite
with the transition metals in the target. The diameters of the ropes typically
range from 10 to 20 nm and their length may exceed the 100 µm.
In conclusion, the laser ablation method is probably the best way of making
almost defect-free SWCNTs when costly lasers can be afforded. Like the arc
discharge method, the poor control of the deposition area is the worst drawback
of this process. Without significant modifications, this makes the method almost
useless in industrial fabrication processes.
Chemical Vapor Deposition Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) is the collective name for a class of different methods that are refined ways of making
nanotubes. All these CVD methods share the same basic structure: the vaporization of carbon is combined with the use of catalyst particles, often transition
metals. More precisely, a hydrocarbon feedstock gas is catalytically dissociated
by catalyst particles. It is heated in a two zone flow reactor with a low flow
of H2 . The first zone must have a temperature of 850◦ K when phthalocyanine is employed as a catalyst particle [81]. The flow must be steady and, in
some cases, can be mixed with an inert carrier gas. The carbon molecules are
transported to a zone with a higher temperature. In this zone a reaction on
the catalyst particles creating CNTs happens and there the temperature ranges
from 1200◦ to 1400◦ K. Catalyst particles such as iron (II) and phthalocyanine
are contained in the hydrocarbon, while other kinds of particles are usually
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Figure 2.9: Representation of a typical CVD method
deposited on a surface by the means of lithography, electron beam or imprint
methods [82]. Figure 2.9 shows the described process. With this technique, the
use of deposited catalyst particles has a great advantage compared with methods were the catalyst is supplied in the hydrocarbon. Indeed, the material can
be grown directly on a chip suitable for electrode patterning. The growth is
almost exact and the positions of the CNTs can be precisely identified. Thousands of MWCNTs can be highly aligned, perpendicular to the substrate in
pillar shaped structures [82]. MWCNTs or SWCNTs can be produced and controlled, depending on the temperature and gas conditions. To some extent, also
the diameter and the number of shells can be controlled by the appropriate
combination of the type and size of catalyst particles and of the source gas. In
addition, alignment can be controlled by electric field generation and reveals
great perspectives in terms of integrating CNTs in actual electronic devices.
The worst drawback of the method is that, usually, any CVD process makes
MWCNTs with a relatively high defect density.
High Pressure Carbon Mono-Oxide Process Based on the same principles of the CVD methods, the High Pressure Carbon mono-Oxide (HiPCO) process is a recent method for producing sizeable quantities of nanotubes that has
been developed at Rice University. It uses a high-pressure CO-gas to form high
quality SWCNTs in quantities of more than 10 g/day [83]. More specifically, the
gaseous carbon atoms come from carbon monoxide gas, which is continuously
pumped into a high-pressure (from 30 to 50 atm) reaction chamber working at
a temperature that ranges from 1200◦ to 1400◦ K, where it is mixed with a gas
containing the necessary catalysts to sustain the chemical reactions that create
the tubules. Its performance is remarkable compared with the actual available
techniques and the temperature and pressure conditions required in the HiPCO
process are rather common in industrial plants. Therefore, the HiPCO is both a
less expensive and also a faster method of producing SWCNTs, when compared
with the previous ones. Current research at Rice Lab for the identification
of the parameters involved in the process [83] has optimized the process and
it’s now possible to produce more than 250 g of good quality SWCNTs in less
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than a week. Nonetheless, as in the case of the CVD methods, no easy way of
controlling the area of deposition has been found yet.
New Methods and Perspectives

Actually, the techniques presented before

are by far the most widely used but some fascinating new methods have been
developed as well. These include the growth of SWCNTs from wafers of silicon
carbide [84]. This approach has been proposed as one solution for avoiding metal
contamination [84, 85], but the technique requires expensive SiC substrates and
high temperature annealing of about 1900◦ K in a high vacuum or laser irradiation. To solve this problem and to meet these demands for silicon-compatible
CNTs, a low temperature direct growth technique has been recently proposed.
It uses carbon-doped SiGe islands or Ge dots on Si. This method is part of the
CVD family and, hence, the growth technique requires no metal catalyst. It
allows to grow SWCNTs directly on the island substrates [86].
In the coming years, more methods and refinements of the above are likely to
appear as the topic of growth is studied intensely in order to obtain control over
parameters such as chirality and diameter. This control is crucial for the tubules
in their electronic application as single-molecular components of devices.
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Chapter 3

Computational Mechanics
Modeling
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CNTs are at the boundary between small structures and large molecules.
Reflecting their condition, single-scale modeling approaches can be generally
classified into two categories: atomistic and continuous modeling. For the former approach, the methods are very general [87] but their operable application
is limited to small and short-lived systems because they are computationally
expensive. In the past, interactions were obtained by two-body potentials with
simple analytical form (Morse and Lennard-Jones). Recently, many-body terms
are accounted in the most accurate potentials, as described in the following
sections. As a result, their complexity is usually polynomial but seldom linear on the number of atoms [88]. The latter approach simplifies the model
by treating CNTs as continuous elastic shells, extending the already large and
fruitful knowledge from CM. However, many of these models seems to be far
too reductionist. To some extent, their basic approaches neglect the detailed
characteristics of chirality and are almost unable to account for forces acting on
individual atoms (and their eventual vacancies that constitute realistic defects).
Many authors have analyzed the mechanics of carbon nanotubes through CM,
but the relevance of continuous models for systems composed by few atoms is
controversial [89–93].
Traditional approaches to modeling nanostructures in the framework of CM
are based on the existing theories, like Kirchoff elastic rod theory [94] and thin
shell theory [93, 95, 96]. In these approaches, the parameters of the theoretical
setting are fitted from experimental data, which empirically come from the discrete model. However, SWCNTs can be appropriately described as objects of
reduced dimensionality in the three-dimensional Euclidean space, since graphene
is a single-layer atomic film. This comes from the nature of the rolled graphene
lattice, which is basically a two-dimensional arrangement of atoms, and whose
energy, according to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation (BOA), exclusively
depends on the positions of the atoms and doesn’t suggest any meaningful thickness.
In both discrete and continuous modeling a number of specialized theories
have been developed or adapted for CNTs. In the former sections, some of
the most influential and useful approaches are described. This will lead to the
combined approach, which can employ in a coherent framework some of the
advantages of the single-scale methods.
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3.1

Molecular Mechanics

The behaviour and the energetics of molecules are fundamentally quantum mechanical. To some extent, the mechanical aspects of a molecular system can
be modeled with the use of Newtonian Mechanics (NM), that can approximate
some results of Quantum Mechanics (QM). In these formalizations, the potential
energy of the molecular system is obtained by the computation of an appropriate force field (FF). In this context, a FF is a functional form coupled with a
set of parameters, that describe the potential energy of the molecular system.
Here, the term “force field” refers to the functional form with the parameter sets
used to describe the potential energy of a simulated system of particles. The
term FF in computational chemistry and biology has a different usage from the
standard one in physics: it denotes a potential function instead of the negative
gradient of a scalar potential. Molecular systems are modeled as systems of
particles and often the particles are identified with the atoms of the structure.
In some significant cases, the system’s energy is expressed only as a function of
the nuclear positions, coherently with the BOA.
Being an atomistic method, every atom a that constitute the molecular
system is modeled as a single material particle, equipped with mass ma and
Van der Waals radius ra . The formulation of the system’s energy allows the
prediction of the relative energies between different conformations or between
different molecules. Also, it permits the identification of the equilibrium geometries and of the transition states, which correspond to potential energy surface
local minima and first-order saddle points, respectively. MM is a family of methods that uses Taylor and Fourier series expansions and additional terms, all of
which involve empirically fitted parameters.
The range of applicability of Molecular Mechanics (MM) is broad and well
known; its great efficiency is vastly employed in computational chemistry, material science and molecular biology. This is motivated by the fact that its
computational cost in memory and time is probably the lowest of any detailed
computational chemistry method. From small molecules to large biological systems, molecular mechanics is a refinement tool for structure determination, free
energy prediction and a model for molecular motion. A specific potential is introduced in order to predict the energy associated with the given conformation
of the molecule. It is important to point out that it doesn’t absolutely quantifies
the energy of the system: only differences in energy between conformations are
physically meaningful. MM can be used to study small molecules as well as
large biological systems or material assemblies with many thousands to millions
of atoms.
The methods which minimize the potential energy are known as energy minimization techniques and the most used are the Steepest Descent (SD) [97, 98]
and the Conjugate Gradient (CG) [97, 99–101] methods.
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3.1.1

Principles and Energy Formulations

Schematically, MM is based on the following principles:
• particles are spherical and possess a net charge,
• particles can contain agglomerates of atoms or single atoms, where nuclei
and electrons are included in the same particle,

• interactions are preassigned to specific sets or subsets of atoms,
• interactions are based on elastic springs and classical potentials,
• interactions determine the spatial distribution of the particles and of their
energies.

A basic model in MM considers particles as spheres and bonds as springs. The
mathematics of spring deformation is used to describe the ability of bonds to
twist, bend and stretch. Basic MM considers only a static bonding of the atoms,
while some more refined extensions may include a dynamical reconfiguration.
In both the situations, non-bonded atoms interact through Van der Waals attraction, electrostatic interactions and steric repulsion. These properties are the
easiest to describe mathematically when the particles are considered as spheres
with their characteristic radii.
The goal of MM is to predict the energy associated with a given conformation
of a molecule. This is done by the definition of a molecular configuration Ψ ∈ Rn
and of an energy function E : Rn → R. In the simplest case, the rotationalvibrational energy levels of a diatomic with the configuration Ψ are given by


2
1
− hµe v +
E(Ψe , νe , µe , Be , D̃e , αe , Y00 ) ≃U (Ψe ) + hνe
2


1
(3.1)
J(J + 1)
+ hBe J(J + 1) − hαe v +
2


1
v+
2



− hD̃e J 2 (J + 1)2 + Y00 .

This is a formulation where E is a function of the spectroscopic constants
Ψe , νe , µe , Be , D̃e , αe , Y00
and of the quantum numbers
v, J.
By definition, µe = νe xe and Ψe is given by the configuration at the equilibrium. Then the high-resolution spectra can be fit to such expressions, in order
derive the spectroscopic constants from the experimental data. In MM, the
analysis starts with the formulation of a classical and simpler expression for
the energy E as a function of the nuclear coordinates, even if the atoms can
possess given initial velocities. Then, it applies this to ground states only, not
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directly accounting for vibrational, rotational or electronic excitations. In this
classical representation, no special quantized energy levels v and J are present
and it’s possible to express the Taylor-series expansion of the potential energy
as a function of the nuclear coordinates Ψ. Again in the simplest case, for a
diatomic molecule one has Ψ = Ψ and gets the expansion
E(Ψ) = U (Ψe ) +

+∞
X
1 dj E(Ψ)
(Ψ − Ψe )j .
j
j!
dΨ
j=1

(3.2)

The second derivative at Ψ = Ψe is identified as the harmonic oscillator component and the third derivative is related to the anharmonic constant ωe xe , which
includes also a term of the fourth derivative. Therefore, the derivatives can be
treated as parameters that are identified by experimental outcomes, producing
the convenient form
E(Ψ) ≃

n
X
j=2

kj (Ψ − Ψe )j ,

(3.3)

that approximates the Taylor expansion with coefficients going from 2 to n,
absorbing in those terms the constants 1/(n!). In (3.3), the term U (Ψe ) doesn’t
appear, because the arbitrary zero of the energy at the equilibrium has been set
to the zero value. Also, the first term of the sum in (3.2) dropped out, since
the expansion is around the equilibrium configuration Ψe , where the gradient is
zero.
The central idea in MM is that the constants obtained from experiments
on the simplest diatomic model can be transferred to other, more complex,
molecules. Indeed, bond lengths are almost the same in every molecule and the
same applies for the stretching frequencies. This approach is improved by specializations as a function of the bond type and of the peculiar conditions of the
studied object. For instance, C-H bond lengths range between 1.06 and 1.10 Å
in almost every molecule at room conditions, while the stretching frequencies
are included between the bounds at 2900 and at 3300 cm−1 . As a result, a C-H
bond has a similar Ψe and νe for most of the molecules. Refinements permit
to separate sp2 by sp3 carbons and, in the case of a graphene sheet, one has
that Ψe = a(C−C) .
For more complex molecules, the total energy is expressed as as a sum of
Taylor series expansions for stretches of every pair of bonded atoms and adds
supplementary potential energy terms coming from torsional energy, bending,
Van der Waals energy, electrostatics and cross terms. The result is the following
separation of the components:
E(Ψ) ≃ Es (Ψ) + Eb (Ψ) + Et (Ψ) + Ec (Ψ) + Ev (Ψ) + Ee (Ψ) .
{z
}
|
En (Ψ)
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(3.4)

Figure 3.1: Representation of a stretching action
The decomposition of E into the sum of energy components is justified by the
fact these functions concentrates on several separate aspects. Precisely,
Es : Rn → R
accounts for the global stretching energy, Eb : Rn → R for the global bending

energy, Et : Rn → R for the global torsional energy, Eb : Rc → R for the energy
of the cross terms and, finally, En : Rn → R accounts for the all the energy

of the non-bonded interactions. By separating the Van der Waals Ev and the
electrostatic Ee terms and aggregating them into En , MM attempts to make

the remaining constants more transferable among molecules than they would
be in a spectroscopic FF. Many different kinds of FFs have been described and
rapidly matured over the years. Some formulations include additional energy
terms that describe other types of deformations. Some other FFs account for
the coupling between bending and stretching of adjacent bonds, in order to
improve the accuracy of the mechanical model. The number of extensions to
the basic formulation has lead to a large variety of specializations to limited
areas of interest.
Stretching Energy Whenever a bond is compressed or stretched, the energy Es grows. The stretching action is visualized by Figure 3.1. Let Ψ12 be
the actual distance between the positions of the atoms a1 and a2 and let Ψ0
represent the equilibrium distance of the bond. Then the energy potential for
bond stretching and compressing is described by the Taylor series
E(Ψ12 ) =

+∞
X
j=2

kj (Ψ12 − Ψ0 )j ≃

n
X
j=2

kj (Ψ12 − Ψ0 )j .

(3.5)

Of course, all the FFs truncate this series but they retain different numbers of
terms in this expansion. The most straightforward truncation is the application
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Figure 3.2: Plot of the cubic stretching potential
to the Hooke’s law with n = 2, which yields the harmonic approximation. It’s
immediate to notice that a diatomic molecule which is actually bound using a
harmonic potential can never dissociate. Not surprisingly, when more terms are
included, alternative expansions exhibit an incorrect limiting behaviour and can
only be applied when the local deformation is very small. When the distances are
large, the highest powers of (Ψ12 − Ψ0 ) dominate, leading E(Ψ12 ) to a positive

or negative explosion, depending on the sign and the magnitude of kn , kn−1 , . . .
Consequently, several solutions have been proposed: an extension of the Hooke’s
law for a spring with the addition of a cubic term and the Morse potential [102].
In the former method, the energy has the form
Es3 (Ψ12 ) = k2 (Ψ12 − Ψ0 )2 (1 − 2(Ψ12 − Ψ0 ))

(3.6)

and the cubic term helps to keep the energy from rising too sharply as the bond
is stretched, as shown by its normalized plot in Figure 3.2. In the latter method,
the Morse potential is a simple function with a correct limiting behaviour that
has the form
2

(3.7)
EsM (Ψ12 ) = D 1 − e−ρ(Ψ12 −Ψ0 ) ,

where D is the dissociation energy (that is the well depth) and ρ =

p
k/2D,

which controls the width of the potential. Also, the constant k is the force at
the minimum of the well. Figure 3.3 plots the normalized Morse potential and
its L2 ([a, b]) harmonic best approximation in the interval given by
−

1
1
≤ ρ(Ψ12 − Ψ0 ) = y ≤ .
2
2
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(3.8)

In a generic interval [a, b] of R, the L2 ([a, b]) best approximation finds k2 ∈ R

such that the error

eab (k2 ) =

s
Z

a

b

2

((1 − e−y )2 − k2 y 2 ) dy

(3.9)

is minimized; that is,






k2 = arg min {eab (k2 )} = arg min
k∈R

k∈R

s
 Z


a

b



2
((1 − e−y )2 − k2 y 2 ) dy) 


must holds. The problem is well posed, and the equivalent form is
d
k2 ∈ R :
dk

s
Z

b
a

2

((1 − e−y )2 − k2 y 2 ) dy) = 0

(3.10)

since the solution exists and it’s unique.
In fact, the problem of best approximation in L2 ([a, b]) of the normalized
Morse potential
EM (y) = (1 − e−y )2

(3.11)

in the real interval [a, b] by an harmonic potential
Eh (y) = k2 y 2

(3.12)

with k2 ∈ R, has one and only one solution. The best approximation problem
has the formulation formulation that follows:
find k2 ∈ R such that the error of (3.9) is minimized. One has that
f (k2 ) =

Z

a

b

(1 − e−y )2 − k2 y 2

2

dy =

e−4b
(12b5 e4b k22 + (−40b3e4b
60
+ (−240b2 − 480b − 480)e3b − 15
+ (60b2 + 60b + 30)e2b )k2 + 80eb
+ 60be4b + 240e3b − 180e2b)

e−4a
(12a5 e4a k22 + (−40a3 e4a
60
+ (−240a2 − 480a − 480)e3a − 15
−

+ (60a2 + 60a + 30)e2a )k2 + 80ea
+ 60ae4a + 240e3a − 180e2a)
= α0 + α1 k2 + α2 k22

(3.13)
and that
∀k2 ∈ R f (k2 ) = α0 + α1 k2 + α2 k22 > 0,
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(3.14)
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Figure 3.3: Plot of the normalized Morse potential and of its harmonic best
approximation in [−1/2, 1/2]
p
so the same k2 will also minimize the error function eab (k2 ) = f (k2 ). Consequently, it’s possible to obtain the first derivative of f (k2 ), that is
df (k2 )
=
dk2
=

Z b
2
d
(1 − e−y )2 − k2 y 2 dy
dk2 a
e−4b
(24b5 e4b k2 − 40b3 e4b
60
+ (−240b2 − 480b − 480)e3b
+ (60b2 + 60b + 30)e2b

(3.15)

e−4a
(24a5 e4a k2 − 40a3 e4a
60
+ (−240a2 − 480a − 480)e3a

+

+ (60a2 + 60a + 30)e2a = 0
that has one zero, namely

20b3e2b+2a − 20a3 e2b+2a − 120a2 e2b+a − 240ae2b+a − 240e2b+a
(12b5 e2b+2a − 12a5 e2b+2a )

k2 =

b(240eb+2a − 30e2a) + b(120eb+2a − 30e2a )
(12b5 e2b+2a − 12a5 e2b+2a )
240eb+2a + (30a2 + 30a + 15)e2b − 15e2a
+
(12b5 e2b+2a − 12a5 e2b+2a )
+

(3.16)

The dissociation energy D of the bond can be computed by subtracting the
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Figure 3.4: Representation of a bending action
zero point energy E(Ψ11 ) from the depth of the well. The force constant of
the bond can be found by taking the second derivative of the potential energy
function. This potential, named after physicist Philip M. Morse, is a convenient
model for the potential energy of a diatomic molecule and it’s often transferred
as a component of more complex structures. It is a better approximation for
the vibrational structure of the molecule than the quantum harmonic oscillator
because it explicitly includes the effects of bond breaking, such as the existence
of unbound states. Moreover, it accounts for the anharmonicity of real bonds
and the non-zero transition probability for overtone and combination bands.
However, this potential gives very small restoring forces for large Ψ12 and, consequently, it causes slow convergence when employed in the optimization of the
molecular geometry. For this reason, the truncated polynomial expansion is
usually preferred.
With the Morse potential, the eigenvalues of the stationary states are given
by

2


(hν0 )2 Λ + 12
1
−
E(Λ) = hν0 Λ +
2
4D

(3.17)

where Λ is the vibrational quantum number and ν0 is dimensionally an energy,
that can be obtained by the particle mass m and the Morse constants D and ρ
with the formula
r
r
k
2D
ν0 =
=ρ
.
(3.18)
m
m
Bending Energy Bending energy potentials can be treated very similarly to
stretching potentials; the Taylor series can be truncated with n = 2 and yields
the formulation
Eb (θ12 − θ0 ) = c2 (θ12 − θ0 )2 .

(3.19)

Figure 3.4 shows the bending action on a toy structure. Hence, the energy
is assumed to increase quadratically with angular displacement of the bond
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Figure 3.5: Representation of a torsional action
angle θ12 from equilibrium θ0 . However, not only the energy must be periodic
Eb (θ) = Eb (θ + 2π),

(3.20)

but an additional constraint must be specified in more refined approaches:
when cos(θ12 − θ0 ) = 1, the derivative of the potential needs to go to zero.

This condition can be enforced with a more specific potential formulation.
Even if bending is involved, the potential for moving an atom out of a plane

is sometimes treated separately from bending. An out-of-plane coordinate ξ is
considered in out-of-plane bending and the specific potential is usually taken in
the harmonic approximation and added to Eb . Again, its formulation is
Eo (ξ) = q2 ξ 2 .

(3.21)

Torsional Energy In order to capture some of the electrostatic and steric
non-bonded interactions, the torsional energy term is added to the general formulation. It attempts to describe the interactions between two atoms a1 and a4 ,
which are connected through an intermediate bond between the atoms a2 and a4 ,
in a structure that presents the form a1 − a2 − a3 − a4 , as visualized by Figure 3.5. More formally, let ω be the angle between two planes, the first identified
by the positions of the atoms a1 , a2 , a3 and the second by the positions of the

atoms a1 , a2 , a3 .
The torsional potential is not expanded as a Taylor series because the torsional angle ω can go far from equilibrium. Instead, Fourier series are used and
lead to the following approximate representation:
Et (ω) = Up +

n
X

Vn cos(jω).

(3.22)

j=1

The most common truncations are obtained with n = 3 or n = 4 (for octahedral
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Figure 3.6: Representation of ethene (left) and ethane (right)
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Figure 3.7: Separate plots of the three components of the energy in (3.23)
complexes in organic chemistry) and the energy must be non-negative (imposing
this condition with an appropriate Up ). In the former truncated representation,
one has the following form:
Et (ω) =

1
1
1
V1 (1 + cos(ω)) + V2 (1 − cos(2ω)) + V3 (1 + cos(3ω)),
2
2
2

(3.23)

whose components are separately plotted in Figure 3.7. For molecules like ethylene (official IUPAC name ethene), represented on the left-hand side of Figure 3.6, the central C = C bond must be periodic. As the period is π, only even
terms will exhibit non-zero coefficients. Viceversa, for molecules like ethane,
represented on the right-hand side of Figure 3.6, only odd terms will present
non-zero coefficients.
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Figure 3.8: Representation of a non-bonded interaction
Van der Waals Energy Interactions between the electron clouds around a
couple of non-bonded atoms are the source of the Van der Waals energy. When
the range is short enough, this interaction is strongly repulsive. Viceversa, at
the intermediate range, the interaction is attractive. As the distance of the
atoms Ψ14 → +∞, the interaction of course vanishes. The attraction is due to

the electron correlation: a fluctuation of the electrons on one atom produces
a temporary dipole which induces a complementary dipole on the other atom.
The resulting attractive force is called a dispersion (or “London”) force.
Van der Waals energies are usually computed for atoms which are connected
by no less than two atoms, as shown in Figure 3.8. Interactions between atoms
closer than this are already accounted for by stretching and bending terms. At
intermediate to long ranges, the attraction is proportional to 1/Ψ614 . At short
ranges, the repulsion is close to exponential. Therefore, an appropriate model
of the Van der Waals interaction is given by
Ev (Ψ14 ) = Ce−DΨ14 −

U
.
Ψ614

(3.24)

However, a technical problem with the above “Buckingham” or “Hill” potential
is that
lim Ev (Ψ14 ) = −∞.

(3.25)

Ψ14 →0

Since the Van der Walls interaction is a long range physical phenomenon, it
becomes the dominant cost of a FF computation which is usually quadratic on
the number of atoms. This is the reason why a more economical approximation
can substantially speed up the computation; this approximation is the LennardJones potential [103, 104], plotted in Figure 3.9 and defined as
ELJ (Ψ14 ) = 4ε

"

Ψ0
Ψ14
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Figure 3.9: Plot of the normalized Lennard-Jones potential energy
where ε is the dislocation energy and Ψ0 is the collision diameter. The first
term, which involves 1/Ψ12
14 , is convenient for the computation because it’s a simple polynomial approximation. The form of the repulsion term has a numerical
but not a chemical justification: the repulsion force should depend exponentially on the distance, but the repulsion term of the formula is computationally
6
faster due to the ease and efficiency of computing 1/Ψ12
14 as the square of 1/Ψ14 .
The second term is the attractive long-range potential and it derives from dispersion interactions. Alternatively, it’s possible to use a Morse potential with
much smaller values for D, for ρ and a larger value for Ψ0 . Non-bonded interactions between hydrogen and nitrogen or oxygen are definitely stronger (1 to
5 kcal/mol) than normal Van der Waals interactions (0.1 to 0.2 kcal/mol) [105]
and can be treated as special hydrogen stretching terms. Often, the extraction
of these parameters comes by fitting of experimental data or by deduction from
results of more precise and computationally expensive quantum calculations in
chemistry.
The Lennard-Jones potential is often considered a good approximation, due
to its simple form and it’s often used to simulate the properties of gases, and
to model dispersion and overlap interactions in molecular models. Due to its
form, it is particularly accurate for atoms in noble gases and tends to be a
good compromise at long and short distances for neutral atoms and molecules.
However, small deviations from the accurate empirical potential can be seen
and are mostly due to the incorrect long range part of the repulsion term. It’s
interesting to note that the minimum energy configuration of an infinite number
of atoms described by a Lennard-Jones potential is a hexagonal arrangement of
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close-packed atoms, when the absolute temperature of the system tends to zero.
Viceversa, raising the temperature of the molecular system, the minimum free
energy arrangement becomes a cubic arrangement of close-packed atoms and
finally becomes liquid. Under pressure, the lowest energy structure alternates
between cubic and hexagonal arrangements [103].
Electrostatic Energy The Coulomb interaction between the atoms a1 and a4
with partial charges, as seen in Figure 3.8, is described by the electrostatic term
in the global energy calculation. The formulation is as follows
Ee (Ψ14 ) =

Q1 Q2
,
ǫΨ14

(3.27)

where ǫ is an empirical dielectric constant whose value is unitary in vacuum
but higher when there are intermediate atoms or in the presence of a solvent.
The value of ǫ is obtained from fitting of experimental data but, in some cases,
higher values or “distance-dependent dielectrics” with the form
ǫdd = ǫ0 Ψ14

(3.28)

can substitute the basic formulation, in order to simplify the truncation of the
negligible interactions and to make the computation faster. Electrostatic terms
are important in carbonyls and in other similar structures, where the carbon
atoms have a partial positive charge and oxygens are partially negative. Also,
hydrogen bonding is also sometimes accounted for by partial charges, even if,
from the quantum mechanical point of view, it is hard to rigorously and unambiguously define atomic charges.
Cross Terms

Cross terms are sometimes required to account for some effects

of the interrelation of different kinds of interactions, like the coupling of bending
and stretching. A common and significant instance comes from the case of a
strongly bent H2 O molecule. The bending action brings the two H atoms closer
but the strain is partly relieved by the two O–H bonds that stretch and become
a fraction longer than normal. Cross terms can model these interactions with
the formulation that follows:
Ec (Ψ123 ) = Es/b (Ψ12 , Ψ23 , θ123 )
= k123 (θ123 − θ0 ) [(Ψ12 − Ψ12,0 ) + (Ψ23 − Ψ23,0 )] ,

(3.29)

where θ123 is the angle on the atom a2 between the atoms a1 and a3 , Ψ12,0 is
the equilibrium distance of the bond between a1 and a2 , and similarly for Ψ23 .
Cross terms can be formed by different combinations that can represent stretchstretch, bend-bend, stretch-torsion, bend-torsion and other more sophisticated
interactions.
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A number of alternative potentials exists, they model

Specific Potentials

specific conditions that depend on the particle type and on the characteristic
distance. The interaction between two carbon atoms on the same CNT can be
modeled by an effective short range potential of Tersoff-Brenner form [106,107].
The short range potential, which describes the covalent bonding, was given by
Brenner [108,109]. Its parameters were given by Tersoff [106] to explain diversified forms of carbon, including diamond and graphite. However, some of these
parameters can be modified in order to get a better fit for the equilibrium bond
lengths in CNTs, such that the curvature of the surface can be accounted for.
The potential energy between the atoms ai and aj on the same tube separated
by a distance rij has the form that follows
VB (rij ) = fc (rij )[fR (rij ) − bij fA (rij )],

(3.30)

where the auxiliary functions are
fR (r) = Ae−λ1 r

(3.31)

fA (r) = −Be−λ2 r

and λ1 , λ2 , A and B are real parameters. In the formulation (3.30), fc is a
cut-off function which is often taken as


1,
r < (R − D)





1 1
1 r−R
, (R − D) ≤ r ≤ (R + D)
(3.32)
− sin
π
fc (r) =

2
2
2
D




0,
r > (R + D)

and is represented in its normalized form in Figure 3.10. This form of cutoff,
which goes from 1 to 0 in a small range around R, is continuous and has a
derivative for all r ∈ R. The real parameter R ∈ R is chosen to include only the
first-neighbour shell, that is
aCC < R <

√
3aCC .

The term bij implicitly includes the bond order and must depend on the local
atomic environment. All deviations from a simple pair potential are accounted
by the dependence of bij on the local atomic environment. Precisely, the bonding
strength bij for the pair of atoms ai and aj is a monotonically decreasing function
with the following form

where
ξij =

1
p
,
bij = 2n
n
1 + β n ξij

X

3

fc (rij )g(θijk )eλ3 (rij −rik )

k6=j
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(3.33)
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Figure 3.10: Plot of the cut-off function in the Brenner potential
with k over all the neighbouring atoms of ai , θijk is the angle between the bonds
bij and bik and
c2
c2
.
(3.34)
g(θ) = 1 + 2 − 2
d
(d + (h − cos θ)2 )
The specific parameters [106] are the following
A

= 1393.6

eV

B

= 346.7

eV

λ1

= 3.4879

Å

λ2

= 2.2119

Å

R

= 1.8

Å

D

= 0.3

Å

β

= 1.5724 · 10−7

n

= 0.72751

c

= 3.8049 · 10−4

d

= 4.3484

h

= −0.57058

−1
−1

Extraction of the Parameters from Experimental Data

(3.35)

Modeling by

MM requires a large number of parameters. Moreover, the quantity of potentially useful specific parameters may grow polynomially (but rarely linearly)
with the number of atoms involved in the molecule. Often, only the most useful are considered and the literature of MM2 contains a large but limited set.
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For instance, the number of torsion parameters has 2466 entries in MM2 but
that means also that some (maybe exotic) torsions cannot be described properly without the introduction of the fitted constants. This lack of parameters
is a serious drawback of all FF methods. When the data is not available, of
course, generic parameters cannot be used, since they could lead to inaccurate
results. Furthermore, the extraction of the necessary parameters from experimental data is often challenging, especially because experiments usually probe
molecules at their equilibrium geometries and in conditions that are not easy to
identify. That’s the reason why ab initio electronic structure methods are commonly used, when possible, to determine some of the parameters. Unfortunately,
reliable values for Van der Waals interactions are arduous to obtain, except for
the most computationally intensive ab initio computations. In MM, most of
the necessary measurements come from one or more of the following techniques:
electron diffraction, X-ray and neutron diffraction, microwave spectroscopy and
high-resolution spectroscopy.

3.1.2

Extensions and Hybrid Methods

There are many recent and specialized FF methods. Some of these contain high
order terms, for instance can account for quartic terms in stretching potentials,
and several types of cross terms. These extensions have higher accuracy but
are generally confined to molecules with small or medium size. Examples of
these include Allinger’s MM1 to MM4 [110–113], EFF and CFF. For very large
molecules, like proteins, it is not possible to afford these advancements because
of the prohibitive computational cost in terms of both space and time. The
FF methods can be made more affordable by using only quadratic Taylor expansions and neglecting all the cross terms. This leads to FF methods such as
AMBER [114], CHARMM [115], GROMOS [116] and others. For the sake of
efficiency, these methods natively consider small set of atoms, like CH2 units,
as single particles.
Hybrid methods, like the ONIOM method, are extensions of the basic concepts that treat some portions of the molecules with FF methods and some other
parts by more accurate electronic structure methods. This approach is useful
for systems where different accuracies are needed by different parts of the modeled molecule. They can be employed also when in parts of the molecule no FF
parameters are known and experiments are not straightforward. Other popular names for these methods include Quantum Mechanics/Molecular Mechanics
(QM/MM) methods.
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3.2

Homogenization from Graphene Modeling

Homogenization is a mathematical technique used to derive macroscopic models for materials with micro or nano-structures. Its application is broad and
includes the modeling of the heat flow, of the elastic deformations of composite
materials or of the fluid flow in porous media. This mathematical theory provides a large scale equation from fine scale equations. Considering a sequence
of different problems, each one with more and more fluctuations on a smaller
and smaller length scale, in the limit the fluctuations disappear. As a result,
it’s possible to obtain equations with homogeneous coefficients, which can be
often easily solved on the large scale. It’s important to point out that this remarkable mathematical procedure, sometimes counterintuitive to the physical
intuition, can provide accurate models. In its application to nanometric problems, deriving the limit can be very challenging and advanced competences are
required. Averaging and homogenization both assume a more or less homogeneous structure for the examined material. In some cases, this assumption fails
in the presence of irregular atom vacancies or, more generally, in the presence
of structures with long-range correlations. Such structures will be missed by
an homogenization procedure that uses only local information and that’s the
reason why homogenization is often combined with other techniques that come
from the specific subject of application.
The following subsections present a homogenization procedure for graphene
sheets, that can be extended to SWCNTs [117].

3.2.1

Lattice Configuration and Variational Formulation

The definition of a reference configuration of a graphene sheet is based on the
repetition of a Y -shaped elementary cell. In a physical two-dimensional space P,
let O be an arbitrary origin point and let i1 and i2 be two orthonormal vectors.
The generic point M is identified by the vector OM. An alternative couple of
vectors J1 and J2 is introduced, in order to describe a regular hexagonal lattice.
The couple of vectors is given by
J1 =

√
3i1 .

√
J2 = 3

√ !
3
1
i1 +
i2 .
2
2

(3.36)

For a given r ∈ R+∗ , a regular hexagonal lattice with side length r can be
described by introducing the scaled coordinate system given by
j1 = rJ1 ,
j2 = rJ2 .
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(3.37)

The grid consisting of points with integer coordinates along j1 , j2 consists of half
of the lattice vertices in a graphene sheet at rest. It can be described as the set
of grid points
M(ν1 , ν2 , r) = ν1 j1 + ν2 j2 , (ν1 , ν2 ) ∈ Z2 .

(3.38)

An additional shift vector
s=k

!
√
1
3
i1 + i2
2
2

must be introduced, in order to define the set of grid points that constitute the
remaining half of the graphene sheet.
Now, let assume that ε is small and that Θε is a physical quantity defined
on the ε-grid. The basic idea of a homogenization procedure is to assume that
for νε kept fixed and equal to λ and ε going to 0, the expansion of Θε follows
Θε (M(ν1 , ν2 , εr)) =

+∞
X

εj θj (λ1 , λ2 ).

(3.39)

j=0

The definition leads to an elementary Y -shaped cell, that consists of two atoms
and of three bonds. Given a label ν = (ν1 , ν2 ), in the (0, 0)-cell, the first node
is located in O and the second in O + εk. For generic ν-cells, the first node is
numbered as (1, ν) and the second as (2, ν). Translations of the elementary cell
permit the tiling of the entire ε-grid, with the identification of the nodes and
their respective labels (n, ν), with
(n, ν) ∈ Ñ = NR × Z2 = {1, 2} × Z2 .

(3.40)

The bonds b̃ = (b, ν) can be numbered in a similar way, with
(b, ν) ∈ BR × Z2 = {1, 2, 3} × Z2

(3.41)

and each bond connects an origin node Õ(b̃) with an end node Ẽ(b̃), whose
labels are respectively given by (O(b), ν) and (E(b), ν). The general forms for
the definition of the bond relations are given by
Õ(b̃) = (1, ν1 − δ1 (b), ν2 − δ2 (b)),
Ẽ(b̃) = (2, ν1 − δ1 (b), ν2 − δ2 (b)).

(3.42)

Likewise, pair of bonds that share a common atom are numbered as c̃ = (c, ν),
where c ∈ CR = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. The first bond is denoted by
P̃ (c̃) = (P (c), ν1 , ν2 )
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(3.43)

and belongs to the same Y -cell as c̃, while the second
D̃(c̃) = (D(c)), ν1 + δ5 (c) − δ6 (c), ν2 − δ4 (c) + δ6 (c)),

(3.44)

where the auxiliary functions are defined as


1, c ∈ {3, 6}


P (c) = 2, c ∈ {1, 4}



3, c ∈ {2, 5}

and as

(3.45)



1, c ∈ {2, 5}


D(c) = 2, c ∈ {3, 6}



3, c ∈ {1, 4}

(3.46)

To each atom (n, ν) ∈ B̃ of a ε-network, a reference position is assigned. It
follows
Ψε0 (1, ν) = ε(ν1 j1 + ν2 j2 ),
(3.47)
Ψε0 (2, ν) = ε(ν1 j1 + ν2 j2 ) + εre30 ,
where

√
3
1
i1 + i2 ,
2
2
= −i2 ,
√
3
1
=
i1 + i2 .
2
2

e10 = −
e20
e30

(3.48)

The deformed positions of the atoms Õ(b̃) and Ẽ(b̃) are Ψ(Õ(b̃)) and Ψ(Ẽ(b̃)),
while the remaining notation follows
Bb̃ (Ψ) = Ψ(Ẽ(b̃)) − Ψ(Õ(b̃)),
lb̃ (Ψ) = kBb̃ (Ψ)k,
eẽ (Ψ) =

(3.49)

Bb̃ (Ψ)
,
lb̃ (Ψ)

pc̃ (Ψ) = eP̃ (c̃) (Ψ) · eD̃(c̃) (Ψ).
Recalling Section 3.1, a MM harmonic potential for bond stretching and angle
bending is introduced. It is denoted by W : Ψ 7→ W (Ψ) and its formulation is
the following

W =

X kl
b̃∈B̃

2

lb̃ − r

2

+

X kp 
c̃∈C̃

2

arccos pc̃ −

2π
3

2

,

(3.50)

where kl and kp are the stiffness coefficients. Since the function arccos(x)
is not differentiable for x ∈ {−1, +1}, it’s convenient to replace the entire
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arccos(x) −

2π
3



with another function h : [−1, 1] → R
∀x ∈ [−1, 1] h(x) ≃



2π
arccos(x) −
3

(3.51)

that approximates its behaviour but it’s differentiable for x ∈ {−1, +1} [117].
Let h : [−1, 1] −→ R be defined as
h(p) = h(p)h′ (p),

(3.52)

then, for any v : Ñ −→ R3 , the derivative of W is given by
W ′ (Ψ)(v) =

X
b̃∈B̃

−

kl (lb̃ − r)eb̃ · [v(Ẽ(b̃)) − v(Õ(b̃))]

X
c̃∈C̃


 

kp h(pc̃ ) eP̃ (c̃) ∧ eD̃(c̃) · ωD̃(c̃) − ωP̃ (c̃) .

(3.53)

In the above formulation, the short notation imposes
lb̃ = lb̃ (Ψ),
eb̃ = eb̃ (Ψ),
pc̃ = pc̃ (Ψ),

(3.54)

ωb̃ = ωb̃ (Ψ, v)
=


eb̃ (Ψ) 
∧ v(Ẽ(b̃)) − v(Õ(b̃)) ,
lb̃ (Ψ)

for the sake of readability.

3.2.2

Homogenized Law

Let Nεb̃ (Ψε ) and Mεc̃ (Ψε ) be defined on the ε-lattice as follows
Nεb̃ (Ψε ) = klε (lb̃ (Ψε ) − rε )eb̃ (Ψε ),

Mεc̃ (Ψε ) = −kpε h(pc̃ (Ψε ))eP̃ (c̃) ∧ eD̃(c̃) (Ψε ).

(3.55)

The vectors in (3.55) represent the tension and the moment vectors, respectively.
Assuming that the deformations Ψε can be expanded in series in ε, one has
∀ε ∈ R+∗ ∀ν ∈ Z2 | νε = λ

Ψε (n, ν) = Ψ0 (λ) + εΨ1n (λ) + . . . ,

(3.56)

with n = 1, 2 and when ε −→ 0. The elementary components of the constitutive
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law are

Bb̃ (Ψε ) = Ψε (Ẽ(b̃)) − Ψε (Õ(b̃)),
lb̃ (Ψε ) = kBb̃ (Ψε )k2 ,

eb̃ (Ψε ) =

(3.57)

Bb̃ (Ψε )
,
lb̃ (Ψε )

pc̃ (Ψε ) = eP̃ (c̃) (Ψε ) · eD̃(c̃) (Ψε )
and g(1, ·), g(2, ·) are two functions such that
g(1, ·), g(2, ·) : R2 −→ R3 ,
g(n, ·) : λ 7→ g(n, λ), n = 1, 2,
∀ε ∈ R

+∗

2

ε

(3.58)
2

, ∀ν ∈ Z , g (n, ν) = ε g(n, νε).

The function g(λ) is defined as follows
g(λ) =

X

g(n, λ)

(3.59)

n∈NR

while
S0α =

X

Nb0 e0b δα (b)

b∈BR

+

X

M0c

∧

c∈CR

e0D(c)
lD (c)

δα (D(c)) −

e0P (c)

!

(3.60)

δα (P (c)) .
lP (c)0

The two introduced functions permit to write the strong form
Z

R2

S0β

∂v
dλ −
·
∂λβ

Z

R2

g · vdλ = 0.

(3.61)

The strong form can be written more compactly as
−divλ S0 = g,

(3.62)

that is the classical form of an equilibrium equation in CM. The mechanical
interpretation permits the identification of the tensor S0 with the first PiolaKirchoff stress tensor, under the reference configuration spanned by λ, which is
the continuous variable of the model.
The equilibrium equation of the continuous medium must be complemented
with the constitutive law for the nonlinear model of the homogenized membrane.
Hence, the following part summarizes the extraction of the membrane model.
Finding the constitutive law means defining for all λ ∈ R2 the values of the
stress vectors S01 (λ), S02 (λ), in R3 , associated with the derivative of Ψ0 at λ.
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Finally one gets
S01 (λ) = Sb1 (∇λ Ψ0 (λ))

= S1 (−∂λ1 Ψ0 (λ) + Z(λ), −∂λ2 Ψ0 (λ), Z(λ)),

S02 (λ) = Sb2 (∇λ Ψ0 (λ))

(3.63)

= S2 (−∂λ1 Ψ0 (λ) + Z(λ), −∂λ2 Ψ0 (λ), Z(λ)),

where


∇λ Ψ0 (λ) = ∂λ1 Ψ0 (λ), ∂λ2 Ψ0 (λ) .

(3.64)

Here, Z(λ) is provided in terms of ∇λ Ψ0 (λ) by the implicit equation
S(−∂λ1 Ψ0 (λ) + Z(λ), −∂λ2 Ψ0 (λ) + Z(λ), Z(λ)) = 0,

(3.65)

S = S1 + S2 + S3

(3.66)

where

Moreover, the Euler-Lagrange equation associated with the minimization of the
continuous potential w is
S(−G1 + Z, −G2 + Z, Z) = 0.
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(3.67)

Figure 3.11: Exemplification of the FFC (left) and BCC (right) crystal groups

3.3

Continuum Modeling with the Exponential
Cauchy-Born Rule

The central idea behind the continuous modeling by the use of the Exponential Cauchy-Born Rule (ECBR) is the extension of the methods of crystal
elasticity to lattices of reduced dimensionality, that is thin films in a threedimensional space or chains in a two-dimensional one. The standard CauchyBorn Rule (CBR) is an approximation that comes from finite crystal elasticity
and can be extended in the context of CM, when dealing with manifolds. This
extension [118] provides the theoretical means to model the kinematics and the
dynamics of curved lattices and its application is appropriate when dealing with
CNTs [119]. The concept of the exponential map, which comes from differential
geometry, generalizes the CBR, accounting for the fact that the lattice vectors
are chords of a curved manifold. As a result, hyperelastic constitutive relations
can be formulated from the lattice model for continua of reduced dimensionality.
Their obtained closed-form falls within the framework of CM, without the necessity of atomistic approaches. It’s remarkable that, recently, the kinematical
hypothesis expressed by the CBR has been proven to be a consequence of first
principles of mechanics for a restricted class of two-dimensional lattices. This
significant theoretical result promotes the status of the CBR from postulate to
theorem [120].

3.3.1

The Cauchy-Born Rule

The CBR is an approximation to the behaviour of the atomic positions in a
crystalline structure when this is subject to a small strain. Basically, it states
that the positions of the atoms follow the overall strain of the material. It
generally yields a reasonable approximation for Body-Centered Cubic (BCC)
and Face-Centered Cubic (FCC) crystal groups but is not applicable to other or
more complex structures, like diamond. Figure 3.11 shows the FCC and BCC
crystal groups. The CBR formulates a finite deformation continuous model for
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a space-filling defect-free crystal structure, linking the atomistic deformation to
that of the continuous medium. In this framework, the lattice vectors are treated
as tangent vectors to the studied manifold and this approach will be generalized
by the ECBR. Several references present the details of the rule, some of which
will be described also in this section. In order to define the continuum strain
energy density for a given deformation, a representative domain of solid-state
matter, which has the same structure as a single crystal, is considered. The
obtained energy density is the energy of the portion of domain which is subject
to the deformation divided by the volume of the involved region. In the following
sections, the following notational convections are used: summation on repeated
indices is implied and contravariant indices act on forms, while covariant indices
act on vectors.
Let Ω0 be an underformed body in the n-dimensional Euclidean space, that
is an open subset Ω0 ⊂ Rn , and let P be a point such that X ∈ Ω. Then, the
deformation Φ maps Ω0 into Rn and one has that
Φ : X 7→ Φ(X) = x.
The entire space-filling body Ω0 is deformed into Ω = Φ(Ω0 ) ⊂ Rn . According

to the general definition [121], the deformation gradient F is the derivative
of Φ, which is a vector-valued vectorial function. It maps infinitesimal material
vectors X to other material vectors x. It’s possible to write that
F = DΦ =

∂Φ
∂P

and, since it’s a linear transformation from Rn to itself, it’s possible to specify
that F ∈ Rn×n . In the context of differential geometry, the deformation gradient F is also denoted as T Φ and called the tangent map of the deformation Φ.
Then, the deformation Φ maps Ω0 into Ω and T Φ = F maps TX Ω0 into Tx Ω,
where the former is the tangent space of Ω0 and the latter of Ω. The standard
CBR abstracts the method of the homogeneous deformations [122–124], which
is the central hypothesis behind molecular theories of elasticity at finite strains.
More precisely, the latter predicts that, at the scale of the atomic spacing, the
deformation of the crystal is homogeneous at finite strains. As a result, the
crystal structure deforms and its lattice vectors undergo a linear transformation. Let V be a vector in an undeformed lattice and let v be the same vector
in the deformed crystal, then
v = FV.

(3.68)

In the more general case of multilattices, in addition to the parallel superposition of the deformation of the single lattices, a number of additional kinematic
variables accounts for the relative shifts of the separate lattices [125–127].
Using relations from CM, the geometry of the deformed lattice vectors can be
obtained from the continuum deformation by the use of the Green deformation
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tensor C, which is defined as follows:
C = FT F.

(3.69)

Using standard relations, both the relative angle θ12 and the length of the
deformed lattice vectors v1 , v2 can be easily obtained as follows:
V1 · (CV2 )
kv1 k2 kv2 k2

(3.70)

p
Vi · (CVi )

(3.71)

cos(θ12 ) =
and
kvi k2 =

for i = 1, 2.
For low-dimensional solids in R3 , it’s convenient to present the formalization
that follows [128, 129]. Let an open set Ω ⊂ R2 be a referential body on the
parametric space R2 . Let a function
ϕ0 : Ω → R3

(3.72)

be the differentiable and invertible parameterization function, such that
ϕ0 : ξ 7→ ϕ0 (ξ) = X ∈ Ω0 .
Likewise, let the deformed body Ω be another 2−differential manifold in R3
and let is be parameterized on the same referential body Ω by the deformed
configuration given by the function
ϕ : Ω → R3

(3.73)

such that
ϕ : Ω 7→ ϕ(ξ) = x ∈ Ω.
Then, the previously introduced map
Φ : Ω0 → Ω
can be defined as the composition of the two parameterization functions as
follows:
ϕ0 ◦ ϕ−1 = Φ
such that

(3.74)


Φ : X 7→ ϕ ϕ−1
0 (X) = x.

Let B = {i1 , i2 , i3 } be the standard basis of the three-dimensional Euclidean

space and let it the space be described by its Euclidean coordinates {x1 , x2 , x3 }.
Likewise, let B = {ξ 1 , ξ 2 } be the standard basis and {ξ 1 , ξ 2 } the Euclidean coor65

dinates that describe the referential body Ω. If ϕi0 and ϕi are the i-th Euclidean
component of the respective configurations, then the respective convected basis
vectors are given by
G1

=

G2

=

g1

=

g2

=

∂ϕ10
i1
∂ξ 1
∂ϕ10
i1
∂ξ 2
∂ϕ1
i1
∂ξ 1
∂ϕ1
i1
∂ξ 2

+
+
+
+

∂ϕ20
i2
∂ξ 1
∂ϕ20
i2
∂ξ 2
∂ϕ2
i2
∂ξ 1
∂ϕ2
i2
∂ξ 2

+
+
+
+

∂ϕ30
i3 ,
∂ξ 1
∂ϕ30
i3 ,
∂ξ 2
∂ϕ3
i3 ,
∂ξ 1
∂ϕ3
i3 .
∂ξ 2

(3.75)

Consequently, for all X ∈ Ω0 , the convected basis of TX Ω0 is given by
C0 = {G1 , G2 }.
∗
Also, the cotangent space TX
Ω0 is the space of the linear mappings from the
tangent space TX Ω0 into R. The corresponding dual basis

C0∗ = {G1 , G2 }
∗
of TX
Ω0 is defined by the relation

Gα (Gβ ) = δα,β .

(3.76)

Likewise, for all x ∈ Ω, the convected basis of Tx Ω is given by C = {g1 , g2 }.

The cotangent space Tx∗ Ω is the space of the linear mappings from the tangent
space Tx Ω into R. The corresponding dual basis
C ∗ = {g1 , g2 }
of Tx∗ Ω is defined by the relation
gα (gβ ) = δα,β .

(3.77)

∗

Introducing the dual basis B = {ξ 1 , ξ 2 }, the tangent maps of the configurations
can be expressed as follows:
T ϕ0 = G1 ⊗ ξ 1 + G2 ⊗ ξ 2

(3.78)

T ϕ = g1 ⊗ ξ 1 + g2 ⊗ ξ 2 .

(3.79)

and

Using the definitions from (3.78) and (3.79) with the chain rule, the deformation
gradient
T Φ = T ϕ ◦ T ϕ−1
0
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of the tangent map Φ = ϕ ◦ ϕ−1
0 can be specified as
g1 ⊗ G1 + g2 ⊗ G2 = F : T Ω0 → T Ω

(3.80)

and maps
W 1 G1 + W 2 G2 = W 7→ FW = w = W 1 g1 + W 2 g2 .

3.3.2

The Exponential Rule

A fundamental difficulty is faced when dealing with solids of low-dimensionality:
the essential distinction between the manifold and the tangent space, the former
being curved and the latter being flat, doesn’t allow the straightforward application of the CBR without a necessary extension. In the case of space-filling solids
described with Euclidean geometry, this view of the lattice vectors as chords of
the surface and not as tangent vectors is hidden.
In Riemannian geometry, an exponential map is a map from a subset of a
tangent space Tp M of a Riemannian manifold M to M itself. In a neighbourhood of each regular point p of the manifold M , it is a diffeomorphism, that is a
map between manifolds which is differentiable and has a differentiable inverse.
It intrinsically maps the tangent of a manifold into the manifold itself. The
exponential map can be simply described as follows [130]:
“The exponential map expp at a point p in M maps the tangent
space Tp M into M by sending a vector v in Tp M to the point in M
a distance kvk along the geodesic from p in the direction v.”
Its definition is possible because of the existence and uniqueness of geodesics at
any point, given a direction in the tangent space. For surfaces the extraction
of geodesics in a particular coordinate system is not trivial as in the case of
curves and requires the solution of a system of nonlinear Ordinary Differential
Equations (ODEs). The unknown variables of these ODEs, named Geodesic
Differential Equations (GDEs), are the parametric coordinates of the geodesic
and their coefficients are the Christoffel symbols of the surface [129].
Let X and Y be two point in Ω0 , the first being the tail and the second the
head of the chord A, which denotes an undeformed lattice vector. Assuming Y
and X to be as close as necessary such that expX is invertible at Y . At this
point, the application of the inverse exponential map
exp−1
X (Y ) = W

(3.81)

yields the vector W ∈ TX Ω0 that can be transformed into w ∈ Tx Ω by the
deformation gradient F. Once the vector w is obtained, the exponential map
can finally permit the determination of the point z ∈ Ω by
z = expx (w),
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(3.82)

where x = Φ(X). The resulting vector a is the chord whose tail is x and whose
head is z.
Composing the three main transformations, a specific point map can be
denoted as FX and defined [131, 132] as follows:
−1
FX = expΦ(X) ◦ F(X) ◦ expX

(3.83)

and
F X : Ω0 → Ω


FX : Y 7→ FX (Y ) = expΦ(X) Fexp−1
X (Y ) = z,

(3.84)

since, in general, z 6= y = Φ(Y ).

3.3.3

Application to Carbon Nanotubes

Since graphene sheets can be seen as monolayer multilattice crystalline films, a
continuous solid model for SWCNTs can be described as a surface. This twodimensional body without thickness is, in fact, a two-manifold in R3 . There, the
atoms lie on the surface of the tube and the lattice vectors are chords of that
surface. The previous sections evidenced that it’s not straightforward to defined a homogeneous deformation, as required by the standard CBR. Moreover,
theory shows [129] that uniform metric and uniform curvature aren’t necessarily compatible. The ECBR, however, provides a theoretical and formal way to
overcome the mentioned difficulties. Its application requires the integration of
the GDEs, whose exact solution requires very complex non-local models that
are numerically solved by computationally expensive schemes. In fact, the deformed lattice vectors don’t depend only on the deformation of the surface at
a particular point but also in the neighbourhood of the involved point. To
make the numerical solution computationally feasible in space and time, an
approximation to the exponential map can be used, which renders the model
possibly local. In this section, the approximation considers the kinematic assumption a = FX (A) as the general framework for a family of extensions to the

CBR in the case of the thin-film continuous model of a SWCNT. The association
of the continuum stretch to the atomistic bond stretch and of the continuum
curvature to changes in bond angles is intuitive. However, this is not the case,
since the final inter-dependence is nonlinear. The consistency of the theoretical
approach does not guarantee that given a boundary value problem, the continuous model will provide a good approximation to the atomistic solution. Until
recent advancements [133], a rigorous analysis has been lacking even for the case
of space-filling crystals.
As SWCNTs can be described as rolled graphene sheets, the reference system
is a graphene sheet at rest. Being at rest, the sheet is at its equilibrium ground
and occupies a perfectly planar region, which is an open set Ω0 ⊂ R2 . The body
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is mapped into a smooth surface Ω ⊂ R3 by the deformation map
Φ = ϕ ◦ ϕ−1
0 ,

(3.85)

as defined in the previous sections. Then, Φ(X) denotes the vector from the
origin in R3 to the point x = Φ(X) ∈ Ω. Following the definitions of the previous
section, one has also the equivalence

Φ(X) = ϕ(ϕ0−1 (X)),

(3.86)

where the components of each vector in the standard basis B coincide with the

components of the point mappings.
The tangent space Tx Ω is a linear space for all the points x ∈ Ω and the

convected basis C = {g1 , g2 } of the tangent of the deformed body T Ω comes
from (3.75). In the undeformed configuration, the matrix representation of the
tangent map in the Euclidean bases B-B0 is denoted as
[T ϕ0 ]BB0
and its components can be computed as
(T ϕ0 )A
α =

∂ϕA
0
.
∂ξ α

(3.87)

The element of area in the undeformed body can be expressed as
dΩ0 = det[T ϕ0 ]BB0 dξ 1 dξ 2 ,

(3.88)

since both B and B0 are Euclidean bases.

The deformation gradient can be written as
F = T Φ = T ϕ ◦ ϕ0−1

(3.89)

[T ϕ]CB = I2 ,

(3.90)

and, also, one has that

where I2 is the 2 × 2 identity matrix. The components of the deformation
gradient in the bases B0 -C are given by
α
FAα = δα,1 (T ϕ−1 )1A + δα,2 (T ϕ−1 )2A = (T ϕ−1
0 )A .

(3.91)

In the convected basis C, the metric tensor of the surface Ω is represented in
the following matrix form:
"
g11
[g]C =
g21

#
g12
= [g]TC ,
g22
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(3.92)

where the covariant components are obtained from the vectors g1 and g2 as
gαβ = gα · gβ = (gα )1 (gβ )1 + (gα )2 (gβ )2 .

(3.93)

In the convected coordinates, the first fundamental form
I(w) = kwk, w ∈ T Ω
can be expressed as
I(w) = g11 w1 w1 + g12 w1 w2 + g21 w2 w1 + g22 w2 w2 ,

(3.94)

since
w = w 1 g1 + w 2 g2 .
The matrix representation of the Green deformation tensor, which is defined as
the pull-back of the metric tensor C = Φ∗ g, is


Cb



T

= [F]CB0 [g]C [F]CB0

B0

 T
−1
−T
= [T ϕ0 ]B0 B [g]C [T ϕ0 ]B0 B = Cb B0 .

(3.95)

The unit normal to the deformed body Ω is
n=
The matrix elements of

1
g1 × g2 .
kg1 × g2 k

"
k11
[k]C =
k21

k12
k22

(3.96)

#

C

are the covariant components of the curvature tensor and can be expressed as
kαβ = n

1



∂gα
∂ξ β

1

+n

2



∂gα
∂ξ β

2

+n

3



∂gα
∂ξ β

3

(3.97)

and permit the formulation of the second fundamental form
II(w) = k11 w1 w1 + k12 w1 w2 + k21 w2 w1 + k22 w2 w2 .
The matrix expression in B0 of the pull-back of the curvature tensor K = Φ∗ k
is given by
−T

.
[K]B0 = [T ϕ0 ]BB [k]C [T ϕ0 ]−1
B B

(3.98)

[k]C [v]C = k [g]C [v]C .

(3.99)

0

The eigenvalue problem

permits the extraction of the principal curvatures and directions in convected
coordinates. Alternative formulations and detailed solutions are given in [134].
In the application of the ECBR, the undeformed body is conveniently con70

sidered to be flat, that is
Ω0 ⊂ R2 .
Recalling that A denotes an undeformed lattice vector and a the vector after
the deformation according to the linear transformation of the standard CBR
seen in (3.68), the ECBR can be expressed as
a = exp ◦ FA.

(3.100)

As said before, the evaluation of the exponential map in (3.100), requires the
knowledge of the geodesic curves. These can be obtained by integration of a
system of two nonlinear ODEs, whose coefficients are the Christoffel symbols.
A general closed-form solution is not available but several numerical methods
are known with their drawbacks [134]. These are based on the easy extraction
of the closed-form solutions in the case of cylinders.
When applied to arbitrary deformations of crystalline thin films, the exponential map can be approximated by decoupling of the principal directions,
instead of building a local representation based on the local deformation at each
point in the membrane. Let V1 and V2 be the two principal directions of the
curvature tensor and w the tangent deformed lattice vector. The two corrections for w can be obtained from the closed-forms for assumed cylinders of radii
1/k1 and 1/k2 . After the computation of the corrections, these are added in
each direction and permit the extraction of a.
For the planar underformed crystal with Ω0 = T Ω0 , the ECBR is described
by
a = expΦ(X) ◦ F(X)A.

(3.101)

The originally planar membrane is modified by a deformation map. Its local
deformation can be characterized by the Green deformation tensor C and the
curvature tensor K in Ω0 . Let {x̃1 , x̃2 , x̃3 } be an auxiliary Euclidean coordinate

system centered at x = Φ(X), whose axes are parallel to v1 , v2 and v1 × v2 .

Then, the associated orthonormal basis is

B̃ = {v1 , v2 , v1 × v2 }
and it differs from B only by a rigid body transformation. Its restriction to Tx Ω
is {x̃1 , x̃2 } with the basis B̃Tx Ω {v1 , v2 }. Then, let β be the angle such that
VT CA
,
cos β = √ 1
AT CA
VT CA
sin β = √ 2
.
AT CA
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(3.102)

The components in the basis B̃Tx Ω of the tangent deformed lattice vector w are
"

#

w1
w2

=

"
#
wT v1
wT v2

=

"
#
V1T CA
V2T CA

.

(3.103)

In the first principal direction, the assumed cylinder C1 can be isometrically
parameterized from Tx Ω into R3 as
C1 : f1 (x̃1 , x̃2 ) =




1
1
sin k1 x̃1 ; x̃2 , (1 − cos k1 x̃1 ) .
k1
k1

(3.104)

The geodesic c(s), with arc-length parameter s, of C1 that passes through x and
is tangent to w is given by
c(s) =




1
1
sin(k1 s cos β); s sin β; (1 − cos(k1 s cos β)) .
k1
k1

(3.105)

The evaluation of (3.105) at x, when
s = kwk =
yields


expx,C1 w



B̃




=

√
AT CA,

1
k1

(3.106)

sin k1 w1
w2




.
1
1
k1 (1 − cos k1 w )

(3.107)

This makes possible the explicit formulation of the exponential correction in the
first principal direction, that is





[∆w1 ]B̃ = expx,C1 w B̃ − w = 

1
k1

sin k1 w1 − w1




0
.
1
1
k1 (1 − cos k1 w )

(3.108)

Similarly, for the second principal direction, the cylinder C2 is parametrized as
follows



2 1
2
1 1
sin k2 x̃ ; (1 − cos k2 x̃ ) ,
C2 : f2 (x̃ , x̃ ) = x̃ ;
k2
k2
1

2

(3.109)

while the respective exponential correction is given by


0







[∆w2 ]B̃ = expx,C2 w B̃ − w =  k12 sin k2 w2 − w2  .
1
2
k2 (1 − cos k2 w )
Finally, the ECBR is approximated by the map
a = FA + ∆w1 + ∆w2 .
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(3.110)

In the orthonormal basis B̃, the expression for the deformed lattice vector is



[a]B̃ = 

w1 sink1kw1 w
1
w2 sink2kw2 w
2

k1 (w 1 sin(k1 w 1 /2))2
(k1 w 1 )2 /2

+

1
2

k2 (w 2 sin(k2 w 2 /2))2
(k2 w 2 )2 /2




.

(3.111)

This formulation leads to the calculation of the length a of the deformed bond
a as
a=

q
[a]TB̃ [a]B̃

(3.112)

and to the calculation of the angle between a couple of bonds a and b as
θ = arccos

a1 b 1 + a2 b 2 + a3 b 3
.
ab

(3.113)

Consequently, the bond length and angles have been expressed in terms of continuum strain measures C and K. The obtained strain measures are expressed
as
a = f (C, K; A),
(3.114)
θ = g(C, K; A, B).
The undeformed body Ω0 represents the graphene sheet; it has three different
bonds A01 , A02 and A03 . These bonds can be represented as
[A01 ]B0 = A0
[A02 ]B0 = A0
[A03 ]B0 = A0
where

"

"

"

#
cos Θ0
,
sin Θ0
cos(Θ0 +
sin(Θ0 +
cos(Θ0 −
sin(Θ0 −

2π
3 )
2π
3 )
2π
3 )
2π
3 )

#
#

,

(3.115)

,

 π πi
|θt | = Θ0 ∈ − ,
6 6

is the orientation and A0 = aCC is the equilibrium bond length. This leads to
the definition of the undeformed body for a nanotube of length L as
Ω0 = (0, L) × (0, πdt ).

(3.116)

The initial deformed configuration of the SWCNT is defined in {x1 , x2 , x3 } as
Φ1 = X 1 ,
2X 2
dt
,
cos
2
dt
dt
2X 2
Φ3 =
.
sin
2
dt
Φ2 =
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(3.117)

Particular attention must be paid due to the fact that graphene sheets are
multi-lattices, consisting of two inter-penetrating rhomboidal grids. Inner displacements are the relative shifts that are described by additional kinematic
variables [127, 135–138]. Let s be the shifting vector, that denotes the inner
displacements. In T Ω0 , the undeformed lattice vectors become
A1 = A01 + s,
A1 = A01 + s,

(3.118)

A1 = A01 + s,
due to the inner displacements. As a result, a given continuum deformation
transforms the triplet of undeformed bond vectors according to the ECBR:
ai = FX (Ai ) = FX (A0i + s) , i = 1, 2, 3.

(3.119)

Recalling (3.114), the length of the deformed bond vectors can be formulated
as
ai = f (C, K; Ai ) = f (C, K, s; A0i ), i = 1, 2, 3.

(3.120)

Likewise, the angle of a couple of deformed bonds that share a common atom
can be formulated as
θi = g(C, K; Aj , Ak ) = g(C, K, s; A0j , A0k ), i = 1, 2, 3

(3.121)

and where {i, j, k} is an even permutation of {1, 2, 3}.
Considering a hexagonal representative cell of the graphene lattice, two nuclei are contained, one of each rhomboidal grid. The surface area of the cell
is
√ !
3 3
S0 =
A20
(3.122)
2
and the energy for unit area is the strain energy density. For the entire continuum membrane, its strain energy density can be obtained by the division of the
energy of the cell by its area S0 . Recalling the Brenner potential [108, 109] seen
in (3.30) and its relative formalism that expresses the energy in term of bond
lengths and angles as a sum over the bonds, one has
E=

XX
i

j>i

[fR (rij ) − βij fA (rij )] .

(3.123)

Alternatively, recalling the many-body expansion formalism of the MM2/MM3
models from Section 3.1, one has
E=

X

bonds

Es (rij ) +

X

Eb (θijk , rij , rik ).

(3.124)

angles

Considering a representative cell, which is hexagonal for the graphene hon74

eycomb lattice, two atoms are included and the strain energy density can be
written, for the Brenner potential, as follows
3
1 X
[fR (ai ) − βj,k fA (ai )] ,
W = W (C, K, s) =
S0 i=1

(3.125)

where S0 comes from (3.122) and {i, j, k} is an even permutation of {1, 2, 3}.
The resulting hyperelastic potential depends on the stretch C, on the curvature
K of the surface and on the displacement field s.

At the constitutive level, the inner displacements can be eliminated. Under
a given deformation of the lattice, the strain energy density can be minimized
with respect to s as follows:


bs(C, K) = arg min W (C, K, s)

(3.126)

s

that implies

∂W
|s=bs = 0.
∂s

(3.127)

The evaluation of the hyperelastic potential W (C, K, s) exists in closed-form,

as seen in (3.125). Viceversa, the evaluation of
c (C, K)
W

(3.128)

requires the solution of a bivariate minimization problem, which can be numerically obtained by Newton’s method, as described with details in [134].
The derivative of (3.128) with respect to the stretch can be computed in
closed-form and it is given by
c
∂W
∂W
=
|s=bs =
∂C
∂C



sA
∂W ∂b
∂W
+
∂C
∂∂sA ∂C



|s=bs .

(3.129)

The second Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor can be defined as
S=2

c
∂W
∂W
=2
|s=bs .
∂C
∂C

(3.130)

c
∂W
∂W
=
|s=bs
∂K
∂K

(3.131)

Likewise, the Lagrangian bending tensor can be expressed as
m=

Given KBC and CAB , the constitutive model permits the calculation of the

strain energy density and the stresses. The principal curvatures are obtained
as the solution of an alternative to the formulation presented in (3.99), more
precisely
[K]B0 [V]B0 = k[C]B0 [V]B0
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(3.132)

that is
KAB V B = kCAC V C ,

(3.133)

and makes possible to find the principal curvatures and the pull-backs of the
principal directions expressed in B0 . The inner relaxation is computed as the
minimization of W (C, K, s) with respect to s and permits the extraction of the
c and the
relaxed inner displacements b
s, the relaxed strain energy density W
updated undeformed lattice as
(A1 )A = (A01 )A + sbA ,

(A2 )A = (A02 )A + sbA ,
A

A

(3.134)

A

(A3 ) = (A03 ) + sb .

Bond lengths, angles and their derivatives with respect to the strain measures
are obtained by the application of the ECBR. Finally, the stress tensors are
formalized as
S

AB

m

AB


3 
X
∂W ∂θi
∂W ∂ai
+
,
=2
∂ai ∂CAB
∂θi ∂CAB
i=1

3 
X
∂W ∂ai
∂W ∂θi
=
+
.
∂ai ∂KAB
∂θi ∂KAB
i=1

(3.135)

The application of external forces on the atoms are accounted for by their
continuous counterpart as body forces, whose corresponding total external energy is given by
Πext =

Z

Ω0

B · ΦdΩ0 ,

(3.136)

where B is the body force per unit undeformed area. If the external force is
constant and applied on each atom, then B is given by
B=

n
f.
S0

(3.137)

Let Ψ be a given deformation map and Ω0 be a planar body, then the internal
energy of an elastic membrane is given by
Πint (Ψ) =

Z

Ω0

c (C(Ψ), K(Ψ))dΩ0 .
W

(3.138)

The total potential energy of the system is given by

Π(Ψ) = Πint (Ψ) − Πext (Ψ) + Πnb (Ψ),

(3.139)

where Πint (Ψ) is given by (3.138), Πext (Ψ) by (3.136) and Πnb (Ψ) is the continuous counterpart of the total non-bonded energy. The latter takes the following
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form
Πnb =

1
2

Z

Ω0

Z

Ω0 −BX

Vnb (kΦ(X) − Φ(Y )k) dΩ0Y dΩ0X ,

(3.140)

where BX is a ball centered at X with a radius that is a function of the potential
cut-off radius and Vnb is the continuous Van der Waals energy double density.
The non-bonded energy of the atomistic system, as seen in Paragraph 3.1.1, can
be written as follows
Enb =

X X
i

Vnb (rij ),

(3.141)

i<j6∈Bi

where Vnb is the non-bonded potential, rij the distance between the atoms ai
and aj , and Bi the set of atoms that are bonded to the atom ai . The continuous
Van der Waals energy double density can be defined as
Vnb (d) =



n
S0

2

Vnb (d),

(3.142)

when two representative cells, each of area S0 , are present.
The stable equilibrium deformation maps are the minimizers of Π and, hence,
they are given by


Φ = arg inf Π(Ψ) ,
Ψ∈C

(3.143)

where C is a suitable space of deformation maps accounting essential bound-

ary conditions. The equilibrium configurations of the system Φ are stationary
points of the potential energy functional, according to the principle of stationary
energy. These verify the principle of virtual work
∀δΦ ∈ V δΠ(Φ) =

Z

Ω0




1
S : δC + m : δK dΩ0 − δΠext + δΠnb = 0, (3.144)
2

where : stands for the double contraction of tensors. The variations of the
non-bonded and external energy functionals are given by
δΠnb

1
=
2

Z

Ω0

Z

Ω0 −BX

1
V ′ (kΦ(X) − Φ(Y )k)
kΦ(X) − Φ(Y )k nb

(3.145)

(Φ(X) − Φ(Y )) · (δΦ(X) − δΦ(Y )) dΩ0Y dΩ0X
and
δΠext =

Z

Ω0

B · δΦdΩ0 .
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(3.146)

Chapter 4

Numerical Simulation of
the Mechanical Behaviour
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4.1

Parametric Molecular Generation

The high symmetry of SWCNTs permits the parametric generation of the atomic
coordinates for any (n1 , n2 ) tubule. The helical and rotational symmetries [139,
140] are used to define the full Euclidean symmetry group of infinite SWCNTs
and, hence, to obtain the coordinates of the atoms.
Line groups [141, 142] are the group of Euclidean symmetries of the systems
that exhibit translational periodicity in one direction. Typical examples of these
structures are the quasi-one-dimensional crystals like SWCNTs. The monomers
are the elementary structural units of the lattice and their regular arrangement
is obtained by pure translations combined with operations on the screw axis.
Monomers are clustered into larger local units: the elementary cells. Let a
SWCNT be axially aligned on the z-axis in the Euclidean space and let P be
an axial point group. Each line group L is a weak-direct product L = ZP of
a group Z of the generalized translations and the axial point group P . The
former arranges the monomers, while the latter implies the symmetry of the
monomers. The axial point group P leaves the z-axis invariant and the infinite
cyclic group Z is either a screw axis or a glide plane group. In the Koster-Seitz
notation, the generator of the glide plane group is denoted as
a
(σv | ),
2

(4.1)

where a denotes the translational period of the group L and σv is the vertical
mirror plane. The generator of the screw axis group, the latter denoted by Tqr (a),
is

n
z = (Cqr | a),
q

(4.2)

where q and r are non-negative integers such that q = αn, for α ∈ N. The
choice of r is not unique, given r any multiple of nq may be added, with no effect
on the resulting group L. In order to establish a fixed value of r, two different
conventions can be used [143]:
• r is coprime with

q
n,

• r is the minimal allowed value that is coprime with q.
The translational period of L contains

q
n

monomers and each monomer is ob-

tained from the previous one by the rotation for the angle of
the fractional translation of nq a.

2π
q r,

followed by

Infinitely many line groups are possible and are classified into 13 classes,
according to the factors Z and P . In order to determine the line group that
comprises all the Euclidean symmetries of the nanotubes, the procedure of folding up a graphene sheet at rest is used. The symmetries of this honeycomb
lattice H form the diperiodic group Dg28 = D6h T. The translational group T
is generated by the translations for the basis vectors a1 and a2 . The principal
axis of order six of the group D6h , which is perpendicular to H passes through
80

the origin at the center of the hexagon. The elements of Dg28 form the tube’s
line group and are the symmetries of the rolled up lattice form.
First, the translations are described. For a (n1 , n2 )-SWCNT, H is rolled

up so that Ch becomes the circumference of the tube. The translations of H
along the chiral vector become the rotations around the tube axis. The minimal
allowed among these is given by
c̃ =

Ch
,
n

(4.3)

where n = gcd[n1 , n2 ]. Hence, the group of pure rotations of the tube is the
cyclic group Cn , generated by the rotation for 2π
n . The pure translations of
the tube are the honeycomb translations in the directions orthogonal to Ch ,
as previously stated in (2.7) for Th . When n and Th are known, the screw
axis generator is found as follows. Each two-dimensional lattice translation
becomes, on the surface of the tubule, an element of the group Trq Cn . The

honeycomb is generated by Trq Cn from the pair of carbon atoms in the honeycomb elementary cell, which contains q/n monomers. Each monomer contains
n elementary honeycomb cells, obtained by the action of Cn and, also, there are
q honeycomb cells in the tube’s period. The area of the latter cylindrical surface is kCh k2 kTh k2 . Dividing the resulting area by the area of the honeycomb
elementary cell ka1 ∧ a2 k2 , one finds
q=

2(n21 + n1 n2 + n22 )
,
nR

(4.4)

where R = 3 if (n1 − n2 ) = αn for some α ∈ N and R = 1 otherwise. Therefore,

the rolled lattice is generated by the primitive translations a1 and a2 on the
surface, that is the group Trq Cn with elements given by
n
(Cqrt Cns |t a),
q

(4.5)

with t ∈ Z and s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}. The element that corresponds to ai ,
for i ∈ {1, 2} is given by
n
(4.6)
(Cqrti Cns |ti a),
q
that corresponds to the rotation
ϕi =

2π(rti + q sni )
q

(4.7)

ti na
.
q

(4.8)

followed by the translation for
τi =
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Figure 4.1: Generic Chiral (13, 7) Single-Walled Nanotube
The parameters of these rotations are given by [140] and are
t1 = −

n2
,
n

n1
,
n
2n1 + (1 + rR)n2
s1 =
,
qR
(1 − rR)n1 + 2n2
.
s2 =
qR
t2 =

(4.9)

The minimal r that provides the solutions for s1 and s2 is coprime to
more precisely, it’s given by
r=

n1 + 2n2 −


n2 ϕ(n2 /n)−1
n

n1 R

qR

mod

q
,
n

q
n

and,

(4.10)

where ϕ(m) is the Euler function, giving the number of coprimes not greater
than m.
Thus, the derivation of the symmetries of SWCNTs permits the parametric generation of the tubule by the described rotations and translations of the
monomers, according to the rules that depend on the specified chirality. The
implemented computer code permitted the generation of finite-length SWCNTs
with any input chirality, as shown by the example in Figure 4.1. The generated
models are the molecular models used in the numerical simulations, which are
presented in the following sections.
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4.2
4.2.1

Structure of the Mechanical Models
Reference Configuration

Reflecting the repetitive display of the lattice, a numbering scheme is presented,
in order to define the discrete counterpart of the reference configuration in CM.
The identification of the atoms with the vertices of the hexagons holds even
when a mechanical deformation modifies the regular pattern. Therefore, the
numbering can be performed with reference to the unstressed configuration of
the sheet, obtaining a structure that describes the entire sheet as the tiling repetition of an elementary Y -shaped cell, as seen in Section 3.2. First, this modeling
technique is applied to graphene [117] and, finally, to general SWCNTs.
Formally, a sheet of graphene G is a set of carbon atoms, binary bonds and
angles between adjacent bonds. It is represented by
G = (A, B, C),

(4.11)

where A is the set of all the atoms of the sheet, B is the set of all the binary

bonds between pairs of adjacent atoms and C is the set of all the ordered couples
of adjacent bonds. Every atom a ∈ A is defined by two attributes, so that it’s

possible to write

a = (posa , laba ),

(4.12)

posa : [t0 , +∞) −→ R3

(4.13)

where

is a function of the time. These attributes are named, respectively, position at
time t and label of the atom a.
Let O ∈ R3 be the position of a point that coincides with the center of a

carbon atom of the graphene sheet in a physical three-dimensional Euclidean
space. Also, let ix , iy , iz be three orthonormal vectors, each with unitary length
and with the additional constraint that the plane of the graphene sheet at rest
coincides with span{ix, iy } = G. Hence, the position of every point P ∈ R3 can
−−→
be identified with the vector OP and can be written as a linear combination of
the vectors of the base {ix , iy , iz }; then, their explicit linear combination is
P = γx ix + γy iy + γz iz ,

(4.14)

with the ordered triplet (γx , γy , γz ) ∈ R3 . As a result, if at t = b
t the graphene

sheet is at rest (that is, the molecule is at its ground energy) and
∀abt ∈ A posa (b
t) ∈ G,

it’s possible to write the position of every atom a ∈ A with respect to the base
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Figure 4.2: The two rhomboidal grids A1 and A2 , showing also the shifting
vector s and the vectors that compose the basis {j1 , j2 } of G
{ix , iy , iz } of (4.14) as
h
iT
posa (b
t) = γx (b
t), γy (b
t), γz (b
t) .

(4.15)

In (4.15), γz (b
t) = 0 as every point PG on the plane G of the graphene sheet
is associated with the vector PG = [γx , γy , 0]T , where γx , γy ∈ R. Because of
the hexagonal structure of the lattice, another useful coordinate system that

is not orthonormal can be specified for the physical space. Two new linearly
independent vectors J1 , J2 are introduced, such that
J1 =

√

J2 =

√

3ix
3

√ !
3
1
ix +
iy .
2
2

(4.16)

Together with the previously introduced unitary vector iz , a new base for R3
is defined by {J1 , J2 , iz } and again one has that G = span{J1 , J2 } holds. The
Euclidean length of any of the two new vectors defined in (4.16) is
kJ1 k = kJ1 k =

√
3.

(4.17)

Their left angle amounts to
∠(ix ,iy ,iz ) (J1 , J2 ) =

π
.
3

(4.18)

As the length of the carbon-carbon bond a(C−C) is sub-nanometric, it’s conve-
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nient to introduce the scaled versions of the previous vectors as follows
j1 = J1 a(C−C)
(4.19)

j2 = J2 a(C−C)
j3 = iz a(C−C) ,
whose lengths are

√
3a(C−C) for the first couple and a(C−C) for the third vector.

Figure 4.2 shows the two grids and the presented vectors. A rhomboidal grid
on the graphene sheet is defined as A1 ⊂ A:
A1 = {a ∈ A| posa (b
t) = α1 j1 + α2 j2 , α1 , α2 ∈ Z}.

(4.20)

laba = A1 (α1 , α2 ) = (α1 , α2 , 1).

(4.21)

Every carbon atom a ∈ A1 will be uniquely identified by the integer couple
(α1 , α2 ) ∈ Z2 and will be referred to as

Let A2 = A \ A1 be another rhomboidal grid with the same integer constraints.
More precisely, A2 is the set whose atoms have their positions that are the shifted

version of the atoms in A1 . This shift is induced by the shifting vector s, defined
as
!
√
1
3
s = a(C−C)
(4.22)
i1 + i2
2
2

that has length a(C−C) . Hence,
A2 = {a ∈ A| posa (b
t) = α1 j1 + α2 j2 + s, α1 , α2 ∈ Z}.

(4.23)

The shifting vector s makes an angle with J1 that amounts to
∠(ix ,iy ,iz ) (J1 , s) =

π
.
6

As seen for the atoms in A1 in (4.21), a similar numbering scheme holds for the
atoms in A2 . The label for the atom a ∈ A2 is given by
laba = A2 (α1 , α2 ) = (α1 , α2 , 2).

(4.24)

The Y -shaped cell is the elementary tile that covers the entire graphene
sheet, as visually represented in Figure 4.3. Every cell is uniquely identified by
the ordered pair of integers (α1 , α2 ) ∈ Z2 and consists of two atoms and three
bonds. Hence, every cell Y (α1 , α2 ) is given by the quintuple
Y (α1 , α2 ) = (a1 (α1 , α2 ), a2 (α1 , α2 ), b1 (α1 , α2 ), b2 (α1 , α2 ), b3 (α1 , α2 )),

(4.25)

where the first two items are atoms and the remaining three are bonds. More
precisely, ai (α1 , α2 ) = (α1 , α2 , i) for i = 1, 2. Every bond can be specified by an
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Figure 4.3: Representation of the Y -shaped cell, of its two atoms and of its
three bonds
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Figure 4.4: Representation of the numbering scheme for couples of bonds associated with the generic elementary Y -shaped cell Y (α1 , α2 )
ordered pair of neighbouring atoms, so that, for every cell Y (α1 , α2 ),
b1 (α1 , α2 ) = (a2 (α1 − 1, α2 ), a1 (α1 , α2 ))
b2 (α1 , α2 ) = (a2 (α1 , α2 − 1), a1 (α1 , α2 ))

(4.26)

b3 (α1 , α2 ) = (a2 (α1 , α2 ), a1 (α1 , α2 )).
Viceversa, one can refer to the first atom of the bond bu (α1 , α2 ) as b1u (α1 , α2 )
for u = 1, 2, 3 and similarly for the second atom.
In addition to atoms and bonds, the presented numbering scheme must be
extended in order to include also couples of bonds that share a common atom.
Six couples of bonds are associated to every Y -shaped elementary cell. Let a
generic cell be Y (α1 , α2 ) as usual; then these couples are named ci (α1 , α2 ) with
i = 1, 2, . . . , 6 and can be described by the following ordered pairs of bonds:
c1 (α1 , α2 ) = (b2 (α1 , α2 ), b3 (α1 , α2 ))
c2 (α1 , α2 ) = (b3 (α1 , α2 ), b1 (α1 , α2 ))
c3 (α1 , α2 ) = (b1 (α1 , α2 ), b2 (α1 , α2 ))
c4 (α1 , α2 ) = (b2 (α1 , α2 ), b3 (α1 , α2 − 1))

(4.27)

c5 (α1 , α2 ) = (b3 (α1 , α2 ), b1 (α1 − 1, α2 ))
c6 (α1 , α2 ) = (b1 (α1 , α2 ), b2 (α1 + 1, α2 + 1)).
Viceversa, one can refer to the first bond of the couple cu (α1 , α2 ) as c1u (α1 , α2 )
for u = 1, 2, . . . , 6 and similarly for the second bond. The graphical representation of (4.27) is visualized in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.5: Application of the tiling scheme on a SWCNT, highlighting a single
Y -shaped element
This numbering scheme successfully applies also to SWCNTs, where it is
adopted according to the constraints deriving from the surface being cylindrical.
Similarly to a graphene sheet, a SWCNT can be denoted by
S = (A, B, C).

(4.28)

Each chirality class of SWCNTs will show a different but regular tiling pattern
of the structure. An example is shown in Figure 4.5 and it’s important to
point out that the length of a(C−C) at rest has not the same value as in the
graphene sheet; according to the pair (n1 , n2 ), it varies with the direction on
the plane that is tangent to the surface in A1 (α1 , α2 ). As a result, SWCNTs
at the mechanical equilibrium may show, in every Y -shaped elementary cell,
different lengths of the three bonds. This issue will be discussed later with the
minimization of the bond length at rest.

4.2.2

Energy and Dynamics

Let LS the set of atom labels in the SWCNT S = (A, B, C). Then,
LS = {laba | a ∈ A}.

(4.29)

Let Φt be the molecular configuration of a given SWCNT at the time t. It is a
function Φt : LS → R3 that maps atom labels into atom positions, such that
∀t ∈ [t0 , +∞) ∀a ∈ A Φt (laba ) = posa (t).
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(4.30)

Linearly ordering the atoms of S according to their labels, a triplet of vectors
can describe the geometrical configuration of the system at a given time t. Let
N = |A|; these three time-dependent vectors are
T

Ψx (t) = [x1 (t), x2 (t), . . . , xn (t)] ,
T

Ψy (t) = [y1 (t), y2 (t), . . . , yn (t)] ,
Ψz (t) = [z1 (t), z2 (t), . . . , zn (t)]

(4.31)

T

and, for every triplet, the following equality holds
[xi (t), yi (t), zi (t)]T = posai (t).

(4.32)

As seen in Section 3.1, several functional forms can be used for the energy
terms, according to the different materials and loading conditions that are considered in the simulation. For SWCNTs, only the term Vcovalent is considered of
interest when small strains are applied to the molecule, the other terms being
negligible [144]. In such cases, only the terms accounting for bond stretchings and angle variations are significant in the system’s potential. Hence, the
resulting potential energy is approximated by
Vcovalent (Ψ(t)) ≃ Vbond (Ψ(t)) + Vangle (Ψ(t)).

(4.33)

In this work, under the assumption of small local deformations, the harmonic
approximation for angles and bonds is employed, as seen in the previous Chapter. This constraint is only local and doesn’t forbid the simulation of large global
deformations. Several calculations in chemistry have shown that a reasonable
approximation to the potential energy of a molecular system can be provided
by harmonic functions when the bond lengths are near to their equilibrium positions [111]. As seen in Section 3.1, binary bonds are modeled as springs and
their stretch is subject to Hooke’s Law. The spring parameters are defined as
solutions of best approximation problems of potential functions obtained from
experimental data. They are the equilibrium distance a(C−C) and the spring
constant kl of linear elasticity. The same harmonic approximation scheme applies for angular springs: their equilibrium angle is 2π
3 and their spring constant
is kp . When a SWCNT is subjected to external forces, the displacements of the
individual atoms are constrained by bond stretching and angle bending. Hence,
the global deformation is the combined result of these basic interactions.
In the numerical simulations that are presented in this thesis, the values of
the harmonic parameters are
kl = 652 N/m,
kp = 8.76 · 10−19 Nm

(4.34)

These values are taken as granted by several authors [117, 145] and have been
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introduced by [112].
As the equation of spring deformation can be used to describe the ability
of bonds to stretch, in the introduced notation, let bt ∈ Bt be a bond of a

SWCNT S. Then, by definition,

b = (b1 , b2 )

(4.35)

lb (t) = kposb2 − posb1 k2 .

(4.36)

and its length is

Therefore, the potential of a single bond stretch is given by
Vb (Ψb (t)) =

2
kl
lb (t) − a(C−C) .
2

(4.37)

Now, let c ∈ C be a bond. Recalling its definition, one has that
c = (c1 , c2 ) = ((b1 , b2 ), (b3 , b4 ))

(4.38)

and the bonds must share a common atom. If the two bonds belong to the same
Y -shaped cell, then the shared atom is b2 = b4 ; otherwise, b1 = b3 . In both the
cases, the angle ρc (t) between the couple of bonds c is given by
T

ρc (t) =

(posb2 (t) − posb1 (t)) (posb4 (t) − posb3 (t))
.
kposb2 (t) − posb1 (t)k2 kposb4 (t) − posb3 (t)k2

(4.39)

Adjacent bonds tend to maintain their equilibrium angles and, again, the angle
bending potential for c is given by
Vc (Ψc (t)) =

kp
2


2
2π
acosρc (t) −
.
3

(4.40)

The empirical potential of the molecule can be expressed as the summation
of the terms in (4.37) and (4.40) for every bond and every couple of adjacent
bonds. The result is the global potential at time t:
V (Ψ(t)) =

X

Vb (Ψ(t)) +

b∈Bt

X

Vc (Ψ(t)).

(4.41)

c∈Ct

A recognizable benefit of the above formulation is that the potential energy of
a system is separated into individual energy terms according to their physical
meaning and to the single atoms. This will be significant also in the atomic-scale
finite element approach, which is described later. The harmonic approximation
in this context fits the fluctuation of the system around an equilibrium state
and it’s similar to the linearized theory of elasticity in CM.
Forces are applied on the atoms of the structure. For every atom a, there’s
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a force that can be described by a time-dependent vector
fa (t) = [fa,x (t), fa,y (t), fa,z (t)]T .

(4.42)

Thus, the external loads acting on the entire molecule are accounted by the sum
L(Ψ(t)) =

X 

a∈At


posa[Ψ] (t)T fa (t) .

(4.43)

Finally, the formula for the potential energy and the loading term is given by
I(Ψ(t)) = V (Ψ(t)) − L(Ψ(t)).

(4.44)

Some notation must be introduced for the sake of simplicity. Given a bond
b ∈ Bt , it’s possible to associate to b a time-dependent vector B(t) that satisfies
Bb (t) = posb1 (t) − posb2 (t).

(4.45)

Let Ψ(t) and Ω(t) be two molecular conformations with a one to one relation
between their bonds bΨ and bΩ . Then it’s defined for all b ∈ Bt
wb (Ψ(t), Ω) =


Bb[Ψ] (t)
2 ∧ Bb[Ω]
lb[Ψ] (t)

(4.46)

where Bb[Ψ] is the vector related to the bond in Ψ and similarly for Bb[Ω] . The
lengths lb (t) are defined as in (4.36) and, for a generic bond b, it equals
lb (t) = kBb (t)k2 .

(4.47)

At every time t, the derivative of V (Ψ(t)) [117] with respect to the test molecular
conformation Ω(t) is given by the formula
V ′ (Ψ(t))(Ω) =

X

Vb′ (Ψ(t))(Ω) +

b∈Bt

|

{z

′
Vbond
(Ψ(t))(Ω)

whose terms can be expandend as follows
′
Vbond
(Ψ(t), Ω)

=

X

b∈Bt

}

X

Vc′ (Ψ(t))(Ω) .

c∈Ct

|

{z

′
Vangle
(Ψ(t))(Ω)

kl (lb[Ψ] − a(C−C) )

BTb[Ψ]
lb[Ψ]

(4.48)

}

Bb[Ω]

(4.49)

and
′
Vangle
(Ψ(t), Ω)

= kp h(pc[Ψ] )



Bc1 [Ψ] ∧ Bc2 [Ψ]
lc1 [Ψ] lc2 [Ψ]
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T

(wc2 (Ψ(t), Ω) − wc1 (Ψ(t), Ω)) .
(4.50)

The function h : [−1, 1] → R is defined as
h(x) = h(x)



dh(x)
1
2π
√
.
≃ − acos(x) −
dt
3
1 − x2

(4.51)

recalling (3.51).
Finally, an explicit formula for the derivative [117] of the energy sum I
of (4.44) is obtained:
I ′ (Ψ(t))(Ω) = V ′ (Ψ(t))(Ω) − L′ (Ψ(t))(Ω),

(4.52)

where the derivative of the second term is given by
L′ (Ψ(t))(Ω) =

X

posTa[Ω] fa (t).

(4.53)

a∈At

From this significant result, it’s possible to directly calculate the gradient of I
of (4.44). More precisely, one has that the i−th component of the gradient of I
is given by
[∇I(Ψ(t))]i = I ′ (Ψ(t))(Ωi ),

(4.54)

where
T

Ωi = [0, 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0]

that has zero elements everywhere except at its i−th position.
The molecular system with N = |At | atoms has 6N degrees of freedom:

the dynamical simulation computes the trajectory in a 6N phase space. These
degrees are represented by two vectors, each one with 3N elements: 3N positions and 3N momenta. The first time-dependent vector is the single molecular
conformation time-dependent vector ∀t ∈ [t0 , +∞) Ψ(t) ∈ R3N that contains,
in a compact form, the three coordinates of every atom in the system. The
second is the velocity vector. Then, from Newtonian mechanics, the result is
the following dynamical system:

dΨ(t)


= Γ(t)

dt
dΓ(t)
∇V (Ψ(t))



,
=−
dt
N ma

(4.55)

where the acceleration of the system is calculated as the force given by the
negative of the gradient of the potential energy plus the applied forces and all is
divided by the mass of the entire molecule. Initial conditions for this dynamical
system are the molecular conformation Ψ(t0 ) and the initial velocities of the
particles Γ(t0 ). The atomic mass of carbon is 12.0107 g·mol−1 and, hence, the
mass of a single atom of carbon is
ma ≃ 1.99 · 10−26 Kg,
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recalling the standard conversion between atomic mass and SI units.
Forces, as usual in that kind of modeling, are obtained as the negative gradient of the scalar potential, which depends on the relative positions of the atoms.
The specified formulation of the forces is
F (t) = −∇V (Ψ(t)).

(4.56)

When the loads are constant over time, one has that
∀t ∈ [t0 , +∞) ∀a ∈ At fa (t) = fa ∈ R3

(4.57)

and when that condition holds, the presence of a conservation law of the total
energy is implied by the formulation. In this case, the total energy E of the
system is conserved and can be written as
E(Ψ(t)) = I(Ψ(t)) + K(Γ(t)) = E.

(4.58)

In (4.58), K(Γ(t)) is the kinetic energy and it is given by
K(Γ(t)) =

X

1
ma
vela (t)T vela (t) ,
2

(4.59)

a∈At

where vela is the velocity function of the atom a ∈ A.

4.3

Atomic-Scale Finite Element Method

The Atomic-Scale Finite Element Method [146] (ASFEM) has been recently
proposed as an efficient alternative to MM with comparable accuracy. Moreover,
it is suitable for a number of approaches for large-scale static problems. The
ASFEM has an approximately linear complexity on the number of atoms and,
hence, can be applied to larger nonlinear systems.

4.3.1

Atomic-Scale Finite Elements

A state of ground energy corresponds to the equilibrium configuration of a solid.
In standard FEM, a continuous solid is partitioned into a finite number of elements, each one with its set of discrete nodes. The energy minimization of
the solid is obtained by the appropriate determination of the molecular conformation. Likewise, in MM the calculation of the atom positions is based on a
similar energy minimization.
Let a molecular system have N atoms, then the energy stored in the atomic
bonds is denoted by

Vtot ([pos1 ; pos2 ; . . . ; posN ]),

(4.60)

where [pos1 ; pos2 ; . . . ; posN ] = Ψ is a representation of the conformation vector.
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A significant example is given by
Vtot ([pos1 , pos2 , . . . , posN ]) =

N X
N
X

i=1 j=i+1

Vp (posj − posi ),

(4.61)

where Vp (r) is a potential function for bend stretch, as seen in Section 3.1.
Alternatively, also non-binary potentials can be considered when angles between
bonds are involved. The total energy of the system is
Etot (Ψ) = Vtot (Ψ) −

N
X
i=1

Fi · Ψi ,

(4.62)

with the external force F applied to the i-th atom, as described in the previous
Section. The state of minimal energy has
∂Etot
= 0.
∂Ψ

(4.63)

Let Ψ(0) be an initial guess of equilibrium state, then the Taylor expansion of
Etot around Ψ(0) yields the approximation
Etot ≃Etot (Ψ(0) )



∂Etot
|Ψ=Ψ(0) · Ψ − Ψ(0)
∂Ψ
T ∂ 2 E


1
tot
+
Ψ − Ψ(0)
·
|Ψ−Ψ(0) · Ψ − Ψ(0) .
2
∂Ψ

+

(4.64)

The combination of (4.63) with (4.64), yields the equation
K(Ψ)u = P(Ψ),

(4.65)

where u = Ψ − Ψ(0) is the displacement, K is the stiffness matrix
K=

∂ 2 Etot
∂ 2 Vtot
|Ψ=Ψ(0) =
|
(0)
∂Ψ∂Ψ
∂Ψ∂Ψ Ψ=Ψ

(4.66)

and P is the non-equilibrium force vector, given by
P=−

∂Vtot
∂Etot
|Ψ=Ψ(0) = F −
|
(0) ,
∂Ψ
∂Ψ Ψ=Ψ

(4.67)

where F is the force vector seen in (4.62). When no bifurcations are present,
the resulting nonlinear system can be solved with iterative methods [146] and
it is solved iteratively until P reaches zero. For atomistic interactions with
pair potentials, K and P can be obtained from the continuous model as a
representation of nonlinear spring elements. The ASFEM can account for multibody interatomic potentials, that are significant interactions in the molecular
models where the bond angles are considered.
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Figure 4.6: Representation of the i-th finite element for an atom chain

4.3.2

Application to Atom Chains and Nanotubes

In the case of a simple one-dimensional chain of N carbon atoms, an example

of multi-body interatomic potential for the bond between the (i − 1)-th and the
i-th atoms is given by
V(i−1,i) = V (xi − xi−1 ; xi−1 − xi−2 ) + V (xi − xi−1 ; xi+1 − xi )

(4.68)

For this interatomic potential, the first order derivative with respect to the i-th
atom is given by
∂[V(i−2,i−1) + V(i−1,i) + V(i,i+1) + V(i+1,i+2) ]
∂Vtot
=
,
∂xi
∂xi

(4.69)

that depends on the first and second order nearest neighbour atoms, as shown
by Figure 4.6. For the i-th element, the element stiffness matrix is given by

(e)

Ki

=

∂ 2 Vtot
∂xi ∂xj
 ∂ 2 Vtot

 2∂x2i−1 ∂xi
 ∂ Vtot
 2∂xi−2 ∂xi
 2
 ∂ Vtot
 2∂xi+1 ∂xi
∂ 2 Vtot
2∂xi+2 ∂xi

∂ 2 Vtot
2∂xi−1 ∂xi

∂ 2 Vtot
2∂xi−2 ∂xi

∂ 2 Vtot
2∂xi+1 ∂xi

∂ 2 Vtot
2∂xi+2 ∂xi

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0











(4.70)

with reduced versions of the matrix for the atoms near the ends. The nonequilibrium force vector for the element is

tot
F i − ∂V
∂xi


0






0




0


0
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(4.71)

Figure 4.7: Representation of a unit cell for a carbon nanotube
and the gradient can be computed explicitly, as seen in the previous Section,
with (4.54). Differently from the standard FEM, no interpolation approximation
is employed since the positions of the atoms coincide with the positions of the
nodes and, therefore, the obtained element stiffness matrix and non-equilibrium
stiffness vector are accurate.
In the application of the ASFEM to carbon nanotubes [146], each carbon
atom interacts with both first and second nearest neighbour atoms, since those
are the most relevant interactions that must be accounted for [108, 109]. These
iterations are the result of the bond angle dependence in the interatomic potential, as seen in Section 3.1 and as represented by (3.4). As a result, ten carbon
atoms are considered in each element, as represented for the example element
show in Figure 4.7. Since the potential in 4.41 has two components, namely
the bond and the angle parts, also the stiffness matrix can be decomposed as
follows
K = Kb + Ka ,

(4.72)

where the Kb accounts for Vb and Ka for Va . The simple analytical form of
the potential permits the easy computation of the components of K.
For a given element centered at the i-th atom, only the relation with other
nine atom positions is significant. The position of every atom in R3 is identified
by exactly three parameters and, hence, only thirty or less non-zero elements
will appear in every row and every column of the stiffness matrix, since the
topological distribution follows the honeycomb pattern. The same applies to
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Figure 4.8: Visualization of the sparsity pattern of the stretch element stiffness
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Figure 4.9: Visualization of the sparsity pattern of the bend element stiffness
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Figure 4.10: Visualization of the sparsity pattern of the element stiffness matrix
the element stiffness matrix, which is given by
h

K(e) = h

∂ 2 Vtot
∂Ψ1 ∂Ψ1

i

i 3×3
∂ 2 Vtot
2∂Ψi ∂Ψ1 27×3

h

∂ 2 Vtot
2∂Ψ1 ∂Ψi

i



3×27 

[0]27×27

(e)

= Kb + K(e)
a .

(4.73)

Figure 4.8 shows the sparsity pattern of Kb , where it’s clear that the central
atom interacts only with the atoms whose local number is in {2, 5, 8}. Similarly,
Figure 4.9 shows the sparsity pattern of Ka , showing the relations with the
remaining six atoms. Finally, Figure 4.10 shows the sparsity pattern of K, as

defined by (4.73).
The non-equilibrium force vector for the element is given by
h

P(e) = 

F1 −

i



∂Vtot
∂Ψ1 3×1 
.

[0]27×1

(4.74)

Hence, because of the regularity of the lattice and of the locality of the interactions, the stiffness matrix K is sparse. This is graphically shown by Figures 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17 for an armchair tubule (6, 0), whose local numbering
is helicoidal as visualized by Figure 4.18. Similarly, the sparsity pattern for
the stiffness matrix of a zigzag tubule (25, 25) is shown by Figures 4.11, 4.12
and 4.13, whose numbering is represented by Figure 4.14.
In brief, the maximum number of non-zero elements of the element stiffness
matrix is thirty and, hence, an upper bound to the number of non-zero elements
in K is 30N , where N is the number of atoms in S. For order-N sparse K, the
computational cost in time required by the solution of (4.65) is also linear [148].
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Figure 4.11: Visualization of the sparsity pattern of the stretch stiffness matrix
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Figure 4.12: Visualization of the sparsity pattern of the bend stiffness matrix
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Figure 4.13: Visualization of the sparsity pattern of the stiffness matrix for an
armchair nanotube (dots are full 3 × 3 submatrices)
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Figure 4.14: Global numbering of the atoms in an armchair nanotube
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Figure 4.15: Visualization of the sparsity pattern of the stretch stiffness matrix
for an armchair nanotube (dots are full 3 × 3 submatrices)
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Figure 4.16: Visualization of the sparsity pattern of the bend stiffness matrix
for an armchair nanotube (dots are full 3 × 3 submatrices)
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Figure 4.17: Visualization of the sparsity pattern of the stiffness matrix for an
armchair nanotube (dots are full 3 × 3 submatrices)
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Figure 4.18: Global numbering of the atoms in an armchair nanotube
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In the computer implementation, the stiffness matrices have been stored with
the extension of the Compressed Row Storage (CRS) that include only the upper
triangular matrix. This is possible because K is also symmetric, being all the
atom relations in the mechanics of the lattice symmetric as well.

4.3.3

Nonlinearity and Stability

The nonlinear resolution of (4.65) was obtained by the iteration of the four steps
that follow
1. Explicitly compute P(Ψ(i) ) and check its Euclidean norm;
2. Explicitly compute K(Ψ(i) );
3. Solve u(i+1) from (4.65);
4. Update Ψ(i+1) ;
with i = 0, 1, . . . η until
kP(Ψ(η) )k2 < ǫ,

(4.75)

where ǫ is a predefined tolerance, that in the following computations is set to
the value
ǫ = 10−6 .

(4.76)

Every iteration of the computation has a temporal complexity that grows linearly, since the effort to compute K and P is linear and also the third step is
linear, because of the sparsity of K. However, since the energy minimum of the
nonlinear system is reached iteratively, the overall computational effort of the
method is O(N M ), where M is the number of iteration steps. In general, M is
a function of N but, in an immediate neighbourhood of Ψ0 , the Taylor expan-

sion holds. Therefore, with stable atomic structures and harmonic interatomic
potentials, the number of iterations M is approximately independent on N and
can be considered a constant value [149].

The selection of the initial guess Ψ(0) is an important factor for the extraction of an approximatively constant value for M . In all the following simulations,
the initial guess Ψ(0) was the parametrically generated SWCNT at rest. Thus,
the initial positions of the atoms are the coordinates generated according to
the rules of Section 4.1. As a result, given the tolerance expressed by (4.76),
the value of M for molecules with 100 < N < 2200 (for tubules with arbitrary
chirality) was almost constant in the numerical simulations that follow, ranging
from 37 to 42.
Stability and convergence of the ASFEM are discussed in [146]. Both the
stability and the convergence of the method are ensured when the energy of the
system decreases in every step of the computation. That means that
uT P > 0
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(4.77)

Figure 4.19: Five frames (separated by 0.36 · 10−12 s) of the buckling simulation
of a (16, 0) SWCNT under an axial force Fz = −32 nN
and a sufficient condition is that the matrix K is positive definite. This condition holds for problems that don’t involve nonlinear bifurcations nor material
softening. The bifurcation strains at about 7 percent for axial loads agree with
MM approaches [95].
In the following simulations, no bifurcation was observed for the measurement of the Young’s modulus and the Poisson’s ratio. However, bifurcations are
present with the simulation of the buckling under heavy axial load, where the
tube length was reduced far more than 10 percent of its initial length at rest.
This situation is presented by Figure 4.19, where a compressive force of −32 nN
is applied on a (16, 0) nanotube.
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4.4
4.4.1

Dynamics of the Molecular System
Time Integration

The explicit formulation of the gradient permits also the simulation of the dynamics of the system. Being a dynamical system with a direct evaluation of
the gradient, the time integration scheme is the core of the dynamical computation. It integrates the equation of motion of the interacting atoms in order to
describe their trajectories. Here, the time integration is based on the Verlet algorithm [150], a popular integration method in Molecular Dynamics (MD) [88,151].
Proceeding to the third order the with the Taylor expansion in t of the conformation Ψ(t), it gives

dΨ(t) h2 d2 Ψ(t) h3 d3 Ψ(t)


 Ψ(t + h) = Ψ(t) + h
+
+ O(h4 )
+
dt
2 dt2
6 dt3
3 3
2 2


 Ψ(t − h) = Ψ(t) − h dΨ(t) + h d Ψ(t) − h d Ψ(t) + O(h4 )
dt
2 dt2
6 dt3

(4.78)

with a uniform time step h > 0. The sum of the two terms of (4.78) gives
Ψ(t + h) + Ψ(t − h) = 2Ψ(t) + h2

d2 Ψ(t)
+ O(h4 )
dt2

(4.79)

d2 Ψ(t)
+ O(h4 ).
dt2

(4.80)

and this finally permits
Ψ(t + h) = −Ψ(t − h) + 2Ψ(t) + h2
Recalling from (4.55) that
∇I(Ψ(t))
d2 Ψ(t)
=−
dt2
N ma

(4.81)

one has the integration scheme that follows
Ψ(t + h) = −Ψ(t − h) + 2Ψ(t) − h2

∇I(Ψ(t))
+ O(h4 )
N ma

(4.82)

that is accurate, stable and allows easy implementations. Its truncation error
decreases fast when the time step h is reduced, because it is of the order of O(h4 ).
The third derivative of the molecular conformation and Γ(t) don’t appear and
the gradient can be computed as the direct evaluation of the (4.52). The Verlet
scheme offers time-reversibility and it’s area preserving, too.
It’s important to point out that the local error ǫ(Ψ(t + h)) in position is
O(h4 ) but its cumulative counterpart ǫ(Ψ(t + T )) is O(h2 ) because, in a given
interval of length T = mh, it is proved by induction that
ǫ(Ψ(t + mh)) =

m(m + 1)
O(h4 )
2
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(4.83)

and when the constant T is given
ǫ(Ψ(t + T )) =



T
T2
+
2
2h
2h



O(h4 ) = O(h2 ).

(4.84)

Even if the evaluation of Γ(t) is not strictly necessary in the evolution of the
system, it is useful to obtain its numerical result in order to periodically check
the conservation of the total energy of the system, as seen in (4.58); of course,
this can be applied only under the conditions of (4.57). The potential and kinetic
energies flow back and forth during the computation but the global energy must
be constant under a specified threshold σ. Under the value σ, small fluctuations
are tolerated (usually σ ≃ 10−5 or less). These fluctuations are mostly the result

of truncation errors in the time integration and their magnitude can be strongly
reduced by making the time step h smaller. In the very long run, small drifts
can be experienced and are mostly caused by the excessive size of the time step
of the simulation.
To compute the velocities, the simplest method is to proceed at the next
step with the central differences. The result is given by
Γ(t) =

Ψ(t + h) − Ψ(t − h)
+ O(h2 )
2h

(4.85)

but the local error in velocity is O(h2 ) and it’s two orders less precise than
the computed local molecular conformation. Velocities are needed only for the
energy check and their errors are not cumulative because the values are recomputed when needed. The velocity Verlet scheme allows the calculation of the
velocity with the same accuracy as the local conformation. This method is
similar to the standard Verlet but explicitly includes the velocities:



 Ψ(t + h) = Ψ(t) + hΓ(t) +

h2
− ∇I(Ψ(t)) + O(h4 )
2N ma


 Γ(t + h) = −h ∇I(Ψ(t)) + ∇I(Ψ(t + h)) + O(h4 )
2

(4.86)

An alternative approach to overcome the difficulty of the coherent evaluation of
the velocities is given by the application of the leap-frog algorithm.
Numerical Scheme and Complexity of the Dynamics

The general struc-

ture of the computational method is the following:
1. Compute V (Ψ(t));
2. Compute K(Γ(t));
3. Compute [∇I(Ψ(t))]i = I ′ (Ψ(t))(Ωi ) for all i = 1, 2, . . . N ;
4. Compute Ψ(t + h) ← Ψ(t) + hΓ(t) +

h2
2N ma

− ∇I(Ψ(t));

5. Compute Γ(t + h) ← −h ∇I(Ψ(t))+∇I(Ψ(t+h))
;
2
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Figure 4.20: Ten frames of the bending simulation of a (16, 0) SWCNT
6. Check the energy conservation
The main loop iterates

T − t0
= O(h−1 )
h

(4.87)

times and it is independent on the number of atoms N = |At |. The computation
of the gradient requires the direct evaluation of every element of the vector
∇I ′ (Ψ(t)) at every step of the main loop. Every element requires the evaluation
of the formula in (4.52) with Ω = Ωi . This evaluation involves many zero
terms, since only one atom is displaced when Ωi is employed. This allows the
significant reduction in complexity since a precalculated list of the other atoms
involved is already obtained at the time of the operation. This structure can
be stored in a vector, because of the considerations on the sparsity that follow
from the previous Section. The number of non-zero components in the list is
constant, more precisely lower or equal to 9 (that is the number of atoms that
share at least a couple of bonds with the atom that is modified by Ωi ), as seen
when the finite element was first introduced. Therefore, every step of the inner
loop for the gradient requires a constant number of elementary operations and
must be repeated 3N times. The global complexity of the algorithm is given by
O(N h−1 ), that is linear on the number of atoms. Of course, the precalculation
of the atoms involved in every operation can be computed in linear time. Once
the Y -cell structure is defined, every bond and every couple of bonds are read;
both the atoms that constitute a bond and all three the atoms that constitute a
couple of bonds are added (if they are not already present) to the involvement list
of all the other atoms that appear in the same bond or couple of bonds. Every
step can be done in constant time, since the Y-cell has a constant number of
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Figure 4.21: Three steps of the simulated behaviour under torsion of a (16, 0)
SWCNT
elements, and the global complexity is linear O(N ) on the number of atoms.
The dynamical scheme permits the simulation of the bending of a (16, 0)
nanotube, whose frames are presented in Figure 4.20. The visualization presents
a rippling effect that is similar to the one observed in other computations [152].
Three frames of a torsion action are represented in Figure 4.21, with a torsion
of π around the tube axis. The visualization shows the same three-fold symmetry
that was simulated by the ECBR [134]. In these computations, the length of
the time step is
h = 3 · 10−15 s.
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(4.88)
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Figure 4.22: Plot of the length discrepancy at the energy ground for armchair
nanotubes

4.5

Numerical Results

The obtained results permit the analysis of the dependence of length, diameter
and elasticity on curvature, helicity and presence of defects in the molecules.
The computed results are presented, compared and validated with the available
experimental and computational data obtained so far. Moreover, this section
discusses the assumptions for the continuous reference model and their applicability.

4.5.1

Diameters and Lengths at the Energy Ground

The simulation of the length at rest of several SWCNTs, with the same number
of Y -shaped elements in the axial direction, shows that the curvature influences
the length at rest of the nanotube: the smaller the diameter, the larger the discrepancy between the length obtained from the rolling-up of a graphene lattice
and the effective length of the tubule at its energy ground. These results are
plotted as a function of the diameter in Figure 4.22 for all the armchair tubules
(n, 0) with n ∈ {3, 4, . . . 17}. Similarly, the results for (n, n) zigzag SWCNTs
are presented in Figure 4.23 for all the n ∈ {5, 6, . . . , 30}. All the generated

models are three hexagons long. The results are compared in the combined plot
of Figure 4.24. In these plots, the length discrepancy is defined as
δl = lg − l0 ,
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(4.89)
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Figure 4.23: Plot of the length discrepancy at the energy ground for zigzag
nanotubes
where l0 is the length on a graphene sheet approximation and lg is the length at
the energy ground for the tube. As a consequence of these results, the smaller
the radius of the tube, the less the hexagons are stretched in the axial direction.
The length discrepancy is reduced with the increase of the diameter and follows
the approximation
δl(d) ∝

1
d2

(4.90)

for all the tubules, almost vanishing for diameters smaller than 1.2 nm. This
agrees with the fact that the local effects of the curvature decrease for larger
diameters. Moreover, it’s also observed that the length discrepancy has a larger
absolute value for zigzag nanotubes. In fact, Figure 4.24 shows that the length
discrepancy is more than double for zigzag nanotubes with the diameter
d ∈ [0.4, 1].
Figure 4.25 shows a combination of the armchair tubes used in the simulations,
showing the different diameters and the global numbering.
As seen for the ground energy lengths, the curvature of the cylindrical surface
strongly influences the lattice configuration of narrow tubes. Another effect of
the curvature is the discrepancy between the estimation of the diameter with
the norm of the chirality vector, as seen in (2.5), and the real diameter at the
energy ground. Figure 4.26 shows the discrepancy between the estimated radius
from graphene and the energy ground radius for armchair nanotubes. Similarly,
Figure 4.27 shows the discrepancy for zigzag nanotubes and, finally, the results
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Figure 4.24: Plot comparison of the length discrepancies at the energy ground
for nanotubes

Figure 4.25: Nested visualization of the armchair nanotubes for the simulation
of the length discrepancies, showing the diameters and their separate global
numbering
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Figure 4.26: Plot of the radial discrepancy for armchair nanotubes
are compared in Figure 4.28.
The radial discrepancy δr is defined as
δr = dt − dg ,

(4.91)

where dt π = kCh k2 and dg is the diameter at the energy ground. Hence, the

smaller the radius, the larger dg becomes with respect to dt . This effect and
the length discrepancy have the same cause, that is the fact that planar Y shaped cells become tetrahedral structures because of the curvature and the
2π/3 equilibrium angles are not respected, increasing the bending potential
energy. The comparison of the plots shows that zigzag nanotubes exhibit larger
effects, as it was also observed for the length discrepancy. Again, the effects of
curvature locally vanish with larger diameters. Figure 4.29 shows the differences
between the initially computed model and its energy ground configuration for
a zigzag (5, 5) nanotube.

In brief, zigzag nanotubes present a double intensity of the length discrepancy, when compared with armchair tubes. Similarly, the former class presents a
radial discrepancy whose intensity is approximatively 4/3 of the value obtained
for the latter. As a result, SWCNTs can be conveniently described as rolled
graphene sheets, but it’s important to point out that this is not their ground
energy configuration, since curvature is the cause of the discrepancy effects both
in length and in diameter. Hence, the results show that the minimized configurations are shorter and larger, which is a result that is comparable with existing
investigations [153–158]. In order to obtain more accurate results, additional
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Figure 4.27: Plot of the radial discrepancy for zigzag nanotubes
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Figure 4.28: Plot comparison of the radial discrepancies for nanotubes
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Figure 4.29: Comparative visualization of the generated model (white) of a
(5, 5) zigzag nanotube and its energy-minimized configuration (black)
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Figure 4.30: Plot of the Young’s moduli for armchair nanotubes
specific terms for the potential energy should be considered.

4.5.2

Young’s Moduli

The first step to describe a novel structural material is to present its Young’s
modulus E. This parameter is related to the chemical bonding of the atoms
that constitute the specific material. Recalling the definition for a thin rod of
isotropic and homogeneous material of cross-sectional area A0 and of length lg ,
E is given by
F lg
E=
,
(4.92)
A0 ∆l
where ∆l is the difference in length after the load and F is the force applied to
the cross-sectional area. A possible convention is
A0 =



dg
2

2

π.

(4.93)

and this choice will be discussed later. Figure 4.30 shows the obtained results
of the Young’s moduli for armchair nanotubes as a function of their diameters. Likewise, Figure 4.31 plots the results for zigzag nanotubes and, finally,
Figure 4.32 compares the results. In the simulations, models with comparable
length have been used, with an applied force of −0.05 nN per atom in the axial direction of the tubule. The force was applied only on one surface and no
bifurcation occurred.

The elastic properties of the SWCNTs have been analyzed by several authors
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Figure 4.31: Plot of the Young’s moduli for zigzag nanotubes
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Figure 4.32: Plot comparison of the Young’s moduli for nanotubes
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through CM and the recourse to concepts of continuum theory is frequent even
when the continuous formulation is not explicit. Nevertheless, it was noted [95]
that the relevance of a continuous assumption for covalent-bonded systems of
only a few atoms in diameter is far from obvious.
The continuous idealization of the elastic behaviour of a SWCNT is often
approached in two ways, both with the basic assumption of an equivalent linearly
elastic and isotropic material. SWCNTs can be seen as
• thin shells
• full beams
In the first case [93, 95, 159–162], the definition of a wall thickness is required
for the definition of the model. The most common conventional thickness is the
value of the interlayer distance of graphene sheets in graphite. That parameter
is dp , as it was described in Subsection 2.1.1. In this approach, the tubules
occupy the volume of a shell that is one atom thick, since their electronic clouds
occupy a certain volume of space. However, thin shell theories seem to be inadequate for two reasons. First, the selection of the interlayer thickness with
reference to the elastic thin shell leads to inconsistencies between the axial and
the bending moduli of nanotubes [95]. Second, every other selection of the thickness is arbitrary. In fact, the fictitious thickness with the value of 0.066 nm [161]
presents consistency between the elastic moduli but is not representative of any
physical feature of the molecule.
In the previous description, the elastic behaviour has been modeled with the
full beam approach. More precisely, the tubules have been modeled as cylindrical beams with diameter given by the one of the molecule at its ground energy
configuration, as done by [163] with Tight Binding (TB). This differs from most
of the similar full beam models, where the considered diameter is computed
according to the value of the estimation dt [164, 165]. Of course, these two
conventions tends to coincide for large diameters, but the differences can be
significant for small diameters, because of the radial discrepancies described before. It’s important to point out that the variation in Young’s modulus depends
on the square of the variation in the considered diameter, since
E(d) =

lg
1
F
∝ 2.
(d/2)2 ∆l
d

(4.94)

In order to compare the obtained results with thin shell data, the Young’s moduli
for the thin shell model are converted with the new area At , which is defined as
follows:
"
2 
2 #
dp
dp
dt
dt
π
(4.95)
−
At =
+
−
2
2
2
2
The obtained thin shell moduli are presented in Figure 4.33.
From the plotted data it’s clear that the Young’s modulus tends, when the
diameter tends to infinity, to the same Young’s modulus of graphene. For tubes
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Figure 4.33: Plot of the Young’s moduli for armchair and zigzag nanotubes as
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Figure 4.35: Plot of the surface for zigzag nanotubes
with small diameters, the thin shell model gives a decreased Young’s modulus,
while the full beam approach yields a larger modulus. This is due to the fact that
the discrepancy between the reference surfaces is large for small radii and, thus,
the validity of the continuum assumption is controversial in these conditions.
Various thicknesses yield different values for the Young’s modulus, and the used
values range from 0.066 nm [161] to 0.34 nm, the latter being the interlayer
distance dp . Figure 4.34 plots the different surface values for A0 , comparing the
thin shell with the full beam models for armchair nanotubes. Figure 4.35 plots
the surfaces, as a function of the diameter, for zigzag nanotubes. The resulting
plots show that the surfaces almost coincide for d ≃ 1.4 nm. This is due to the

fact that (4.93) and (4.95) yield the same value for the specified diameter and,
hence, the full beam and the thin shell present the same results in this situation.

For that surface and that diameter, the obtained Young’s modulus is 1.03 TPa
for armchair tubes and 0.97 TPa for zigzag tubes.
In general, the experimentally and computationally predicted Young’s moduli for SWCNTs range from 0.5 to 5.5 TPa [80,95,166–176]. The large scattering
is not only due to the gap between computational and experimental approaches.
From the computational point of view, several factors that may strongly influence the results can be summarized as follows
• different methods (MM, TB, CM, QCM, . . .),
• different molecular parameters (specific potentials, fitting of experimental
coefficients, . . .),

• different reference models (thin shell, equilibrium beam, . . .),
• different computational conditions (load applied to the axis, load applied
on a single side, load as a stretching force, . . .).

From the experimental point of view, the factors that may diffuse the results
can be summarized as
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• different synthesis of the sample (CVD, laser ablation, . . .),
• different measurement techniques (loading with AFM, resonance, Raman
scattering, . . .),
• presence of defects and their type (SWD, LVD, . . .),
• challenging identification of the sample (chirality, length, diameter, . . .).
The results of several authors are briefly summarized by the following table,
where the Young’s moduli are normalized with the thickness dp .
authors

E

[172]
[95, 168]

1.2
1.1

[55]
[170, 171]

1.0
1.1

[175]

1.0

[176]
[177]

1.0
1.2

The obtained results E a = 1.02 TPa and E z = 0.98 TPa, when normalized with
the same thin shell model, show agreement with the data obtained so far.
Regardless of the reference model, the simulations suggest that armchair
nanotubes are slightly stiffer than zigzag tubes, but the relative difference is
upper bounded by 5 percent and, thus, can be considered negligible, as noted
by several authors [154,178] with a wide range of methods. In brief, the Young’s
modulus approximatively doesn’t dependent on chirality. It always strongly
depends on diameter for small radii but, for large radii, depends only with the
full beam model. Not surprisingly, the Young’s modulus for tubes with large
diameters tends to the value of the Young’s modulus of graphene [169, 179].

4.5.3

Poisson’s Ratios

The Poisson’s ratio ν is a measure of the tendency of a material, when stretched
in one direction, to get thinner in the remaining directions. More precisely, it’s
the ratio of the relative contraction strain normal to the applied load and the
relative extension strain. In the case of CNTs, assuming that the equivalent
material is compressed along the z-axis that coincides with the tube axis, one
has
∆l dg
ǫz
ǫz
ν=−
(4.96)
=− =− ,
lg ∆d
ǫx
ǫy
where ∆l is the difference in length after the load and ∆d is the difference in
diameter after the load. In the numerical simulations, an axial force of −0.05 nN

per atom on one surface is used and the minimization doesn’t suffer bifurcations.
Figure 4.36 plots the Poisson’s ratio for armchair and zigzag nanotubes. The
obtained Poisson’s ratios are approximatively not dependent on the radius of the
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Figure 4.36: Plot of the Poisson’s ratios for armchair and zigzag nanotubes
tubules. In fact, narrow tubes have slightly larger Poisson ratios that, however,
are upper bounded by 5%. Viceversa, the Poisson’s ratio seems to depend in
a significant way on the chirality, as observed by other authors [157, 180]. The
Poisson’s ratios for armchair tubes is νa = 0.18, which is almost half of the
value νz = 0.33 for zigzag tubes. Consequently, it’s always necessary to specify
the chirality of the tube when the data is analyzed. A number of authors [95,
117, 163, 168–170, 175, 176] obtained values for the Poisson’s ratio that range
from 0.15 to 0.34, as expressed by the following table.
authors

ν

[95, 168]
[176]

0.19
0.34

[163]
[169]

0.25
0.15

[170]

0.24

[175]
[117]

0.28
0.26

Shear Moduli The shear modulus G, also called the modulus of rigidity,
describes the tendency of a material to shear, that is to deform its shape at
constant volume when acted upon by opposing forces. It is defined as shear
stress over shear strain. For an isotropic elastic material the Young’s modulus E,
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Figure 4.37: Plot of the shear moduli for armchair and zigzag nanotubes
the Poisson’s ratio ν and the shear modulus G are related as follows
G=

E
.
2(1 + ν)

(4.97)

Hence, under the assumption of an isotropic elastic material, Figure 4.37 plots
the results for the obtained shear moduli for armchair and zigzag nanotubes.
Due to the explained difficulties with experimental techniques, there’re still a
small number of reports on the measured values of shear modulus of SWCNTs.
However, in order to compare the data with the thin shell models, the obtained
results have been converted to the thin shell model with thickness dp and finally
plotted in Figure 4.5.3. They slightly depend both on chirality and on diameter,
as observed by [159]. Theoretical predictions [175] obtained the average result
of 0.5 TPa, which is comparable to the values presented in this thesis and also
to that of diamond [181]. The lattice-dynamics model permitted the derivation
of an analytical expression for the shear modulus, indicating that the shear
modulus is about equal to that of graphene for large radii and smaller for narrow
tubes [159]. Moreover, it made possible the observation of a weak dependence
of the shear modulus on the chirality of the tubes for small radii.

4.5.4

Young’s Moduli of Defective Nanotubes

A number of attempts to resolve the discrepancies from computational and
experimental data have concentrated on the role of defects in the elasicity of
SWCNTs [182–185]. The Young’s moduli of several defected nanotubes are
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Figure 4.38: Plot of the shear moduli for the thin shell models
considered as significant mechanical parameters obtained from the numerical
simulation. Models of defective tubules have been created on purpose and their
configurations have been optimized with respect to their respective potential
energies. The minimization process from the initial configuration is shown in
Figure 4.39 for a (8, 0) nanotube with a single-atom vacancy. For the single-atom
vacancy, the obtained value of the measured Young’s modulus is 1.7714 TPa,
which is about 7/8 of the Young’s modulus of a defect-free tubule. When two
single-atom vacancies are present on a (8, 0) tube and are placed on opposite
sides with respect to the tube’s axis, the computed Young’s modulus is as low as
1.3358 TPa. Figure 4.40 shows the minimized structure of the (8, 0) tubule with
two single-atom vacancies. For a (8, 0) nanotube with the large vacancy defect
shown in Figure 4.41, the measured value of the Young’s modulus is 1.5844 TPa.
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Figure 4.39: Parametrically generated model (left) and its ground energy configuration (right) for a (8, 0) nanotube with a single-atom vacancy (only carbon
atoms are visualized in the lattice)

Figure 4.40: Minimized configuration of a (8, 0) nanotube with two single-atom
vacancies (only carbon atoms are visualized in the lattice)
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Figure 4.41: Minimized configuration of a (8, 0) nanotube with a large vacancy
defect (only carbon atoms are visualized in the lattice)
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The results obtained in this research thesis confirm that the presence of
defects implies a reduction in the strength of the nanotubes. More precisely,
the presence of a single-atom vacancy yields a Young’s modulus that is 7/8 of
the modulus of a perfect (8, 0) tubule. Moreover, when the number of singleatom vacancies symmetrically doubles, the Young’s modulus is approximatively
reduced to 2/3 of the original value. Larger defects yields larger decrease in
the value of the Young’s modulus, as a zero-level LVD reduces the modulus
to 3/4 of its initial value. In brief, despite the large reduction of the value of
the Young’s modulus, SWCNTs exhibit oustanding moduli even when realistic
defects are present. This is an excellent property because even high-quality
nanotubes are expected to have a significant percentage of defects with the
production processes described before.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Outlook
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5.1

Conclusions

By comparing the obtained results with existing data, it can be concluded that
the combination of the harmonic approximation for bond stretch and angle
bending potentials with the ASFEM can achieve good accuracy with an approximatively linear complexity.
In brief, the main results of the presented work are summarized below:
• A mechanical model of SWCNTs has been described and analyzed, starting from the reference model of a graphene sheet at rest. The definition
of the specific finite element is based on the identification of the Y -shaped
cell that tiles the cylindrical surface and permits the computation with
no approximation by interpolation, since the positions of the nodes and of
the single atoms coincide. The model is very general and can be applied
to a broad range of carbon nanostructures, including not only defective
lattices, but also nanohorns and tubular fullerenes.
• The potential deriving from the harmonic approximation has been applied
in combination with the atomic-scale finite element method, yielding accurate results and approximately linear complexity, while preserving the
nonlinearities of the original system. This is due to the guaranteed sparsity of the assembled stiffness matrices that depend from a substantially
two-dimensional lattice with constant interactions. There’s no recourse to
SD or CG methods and the evaluations of the gradient of the potential
and of its Jacobian are treated analytically.
• Several simulations have been performed for bending, torsion and buckling, comparing well with experimental observations of rippling of SWCNTs and providing valuable information that is not easily accessible

from experiments. In particular, the representation of unusual morphologies due to bifurcations provide information that complement the twodimensional slices obtained by TEM. Moreover, energetically favorable
configurations for defective nanotubes have been presented, showing the
ground-energy deformations that commonly affect experimental samples.
• The data obtained from simulation permitted the extraction of the following outcomes:
– The diameter and length at the ground energy configuration have
been computed for both armchair and zigzag single-wall nanotubes. Moreover, the discrepancies between the rolled-graphene and
the ground energy estimations have been quantified. The result is
that the amplitude of the discrepancies grows as 1/d2 as a function
of the diameter and that, approximatively, the intensity of the effect
in length is doubled for zigzag nanotubes.
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– The Young’s moduli have been computed as a function of the chirality
and of the diameter with two continuous reference models: the full
beam and the thin shell. The computed values for the two models
coincides when the diameter approximates 1.4 nm and diverges with
the reduction of the radius. With the full beam model, the modulus
grows as 1/d2 as a function of the diameter, while it’s approximately
constant with the thin shell model. Finally, the dependence of the
modulus on the chiraliy is upper bounded by 5%.
– The Poisson’s ratios have been computed as a function of the chirality
and of the diameter. The dependece on the chirality is upper bounded
by 5% and the values of the resulting ratios for zigzag nanotubes are
the double of those for armchair tubules.
– The shear moduli have been computed, showing dependence on both
the chirality and the diameter.
– The Young’s moduli of defective nanotubes have been computed.
Precisely, the reduction of the moduli, when compared with that of
perfect molecules, is of about 12% with the presence of a single-atom
vacancy defect, of 33% with two single-atom symmetric vacancies
and of 21% for a zero-level large vacancy defect.
The obtained parameters and data show good agreement with complementary results that come from the experimental data obtained so far and,
also, with more expensive computational methods, such as TB and QM.

5.2

Outlook

A couple of lines for future research suggest themselves. Namely, these are the
following:
• The combination of a number of different schemes in a coherent frame-

work is desirable, since multiscale approaches could enhance the practical
interest of the simulations. In fact, multiscale computations can combine
the advantages of molecular and continuous models, both extending the
simulation time of molecular dynamics and reducing the complexity with
adaptive approximation and a smaller number of degrees of freedom.

• MWCNTs are interesting objects both from the theoretical and the in-

dustrial perspectives and, hence, extensions of the computations to these
structures could provide a rigorous analysis of the resulting physical properties and, also, test the range of applicability of the most recent computational methods.

Finally, a common integration of the presented issues is a research area that
deserves attention. In fact, it can play an important role filling the gap between
computation and experiments.
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